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POTENTIAL SATISFIER AND DISSATISFIER, AND (2) WILL THE
DISTRIBUTION OF FACTORS VARY FOR SUBGROUPS OF TEACHERS. THE
FINDINGS OF THIS STUDY REVEALED THAT SOME FACTORS, REPORTED
BY TEACHERS AS CONTRIBUTING TO THEIR JOB SATISFACTION AND JOB
DISSATISFACTION, WERE FO-AR IN A POSITIVE DIRECTION AND
OTHERS POLAR IN A NEGATIVE DIRECTION. THE SATISFACTION.
FACTORS TENDED TO FOCUS ON THE WORK ITSELF, AND THE
DISSATISFACTION FACTORS TENDED TO FOCUS ON THE CONDITIONS OF
WORK. ACHIEVEMENT, RECOGNITION, AND RESPONSIBILITY WERE
FACTORS WHICH CONTRIBUTED PREDOMINANTLY TO TEACHER JOB
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AND ADMINISTRATION, PERSONAL LIFE, STATUS, AND UNFAIRNESS
WERE FACTORS WHICH CONTRIBUTED PREDOMINANTLY TO TEACHER
DISSATISFACTION. SUBGROUPS OF TEACHERS TENDED NOT TO DIFFER
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DISSATISFACTION. (TC)
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ABSTRACT

Purtose

The impetus for this investigation comes from the

work of Frederick Herzberg, Bernard Mausner, and Barbara-

Enyderman, as reported in their book, The Motivation to

Work. Herzberg investigated factors which accounted for

job satisfaction and job dissatisfaction of accountants

and engineers. He found that some factors in the work

situation were satisfiers when present but not dissatis-

fiers when absent; other factors were dissatisfiers, but

when eliminated as dissatisfiers would not result in po-

sitive motivation. Further, the satisfaction factors

were found in the work itself and the dissatisfaction fac-

tors were found in the environment of work.

The purpose of-this study was to test the Herzberg

findings with teachers. Two questions were proposed for

investigations

1.. Is there a set of factors which tends to

satisfy teachers and antler set of factors which tends

to dissatisfy teachers or are the factors arranged on a

conceptual continuum with each being a potential satisfier

and dissatisfier?

..

77,
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2. Will the distribution of factors vary for sub

groups of teachers? (Sub groups includes (1) male v.

female teachers, (2) tenure v. non tenure teachers, and

(3) elementary school v. secondary school teachers )

Procedure

Basic to the design was the collection of sequences

judged by respondents to be representative of their job

feelings. Each sequence consisted of three phasess (1)

The respondent's attitudes expressed in terms of high or

low job feelings, (2) the first-level and second-level

factors which accounted for the expressed attitudes,

(3) the effects of these attitudes as reported by respond-

ents. Through content analysis, the factors were sorted

into predetermined categories which were developed and

used by Herzberg. The effects were sorted and categorized

in the same manner.

One hundred and twenty-seven teachers were selected

at random from the 3,682 teachers who comprised the suburban

teacher population of Monroe County, New York. Seventy -.

one of the 127 teachers agreed to participate in the study.

Each respcadent, in an interview situation, related four se-

quences. The four sequences consisted ofs (1) unusual high

attitude, (2) unusual low attitude, (3) recent high attitude,



(4) recent low attitude. Two hundred and eighty-four sequences

were collected and analyzed for the study. The chi squared

test of significance was used to test for mutual exclusive-

ness of factors.

Results

The findings of this study revealed that some fac-

tors, reported by teachers as contributing to their job .

satisfaction and job dissatisfaction, were polar in a po-

sitive direction and other factors were polar in a nega-

tive direction. Achievement, reccgnition, and responsibi-

lity were factors which contributed predominantly to teacher

job satisfaction. Interpersonal relations (subordinates),

interpersonal relations (peers), supervision technical,

school policy and administration, personal life, status,

end unfairness were factors which contributed predominantly

to teacher dissatisfaction.

Sub groups of teachers tended not to differ in

their responses to sources of job satisfaction and job

dissatisfaction, There were cnly three exceptions, out of

one hundred and sixty-eight possibilities, to this ten-

dency.
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Conclusions

It was concluded that factors which contribute to-

job satisfaction and factors which contribute to job dis-

satisfaction are not arranged on a conceptual contin,.2.&

Further, the satisfaction factors identified for teachers

tend to focus on the work Itsplf and the dissatisfaction
.40

factors tend to focus on the conditions of work. More

specifically, the elimination of the dissatisfiers (condi-

tidns of work factors) does not result in teacher job sat-

isfaction. However, the emergence of work itself factors,

which do contribute to teacher job satisfaction, is de...

pendent on the elimination or reasonable tempering of the

factors which contribute to job dissatisfaction. The re-

sults of this study tend to support the universality of

Herzberg's findings.

---Thomas Sergiovanni
Assistant Professor
Urbana, Illinois
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CHAPTER

THE NATURE OF THE INVESTIGATION

The subject cf this research is tElar:thers' job atti-

tudes and those factors in the teaohinil

with which they are associated. Thy

144-_Irn -v....4

/tr%m the .!(-1r1::

i4ausner az:.d

t.:,.sk and situation

.tus for the research

_is associates,

-Ile Herzberg study

is sig.aificant cn two acccunts; v3se: rah method used in

the study is unlike previous studic of job satisfaction-job

motivation, and the provocative results of the study, if

found to have universal application, may require a reassess-
ment of present assumptions and practice in personnel admin-

.istration. (A general introduction to the Herzberg study

will be presented in this chapter, and a more detailed ab-

stract of the study will be presented in Chanter my

BACKGROUND

In a review of motivation and productivity studies,

Herzbergsobserved that a difference-in the primacy.of work

factors appeared depending* upon_ whether the investigator

1
Frederick Herzberg, Bernard Mausner, and BarbaraSnyder man, The Motivation to Work (New York: John Wileyand. Sons, 1959),

1
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2

was searching for factors which led to job satisfaction or

factors which led to job dissatisfdctir)a,2 This observation

led to the concept that score fact:Yrs in -6ork situation

were "satisfiers" and other factors "lissatisfiers."

Herzberg hypothesized that some fectol.:3 Y:Isre satisfiers

when present but riot dissatisfiers yh,,n atsent; other fac-

tors were dissatisfiers, but when d as dissatisfiers

Izc.1.1.1d Knt arz'02,1t in 7-:;sitt7r..-

p.:erzberg's engineers

tcnds to confirm th:: existn .f L. s:.,11:-.;ft-r and dis-

satisfier phenomena. The Herz-Nrg Wt re asked to

identify periods of time when feelings ab*vb their jobs

were unusually high or unusually low. They iere then asked

to describe the circumstances that resulted in the attitudes

identified. Finally, subjects were, :.s1 ed how the factors

reported and the attitudes identified affted their per-

formance. The identification of factors was not dependent

upon a priori judgments, but was derived directly from the

analysis of reported incidents. Sixteen fotors were iden-

tified. The incidents solicited from subjects were then

sorted, through content analysis, into sixteen factors.

er.11NulimamieMemamolwa.Si."11111111.11M111

2
Frederich Herzberg f.t. $4.0g Joh (Pitts-

burg: Psychological Service of Pittsblag,

3Herzberg, Motivetian to Wor''



Herzberg follnd that five faotoY's (r)ohia::nt, recognition,

work itself, revr.lonsibility, era c.17b1.1.1t) tsnded to

affect job attitudes in only a psiti.Y. ,flir:?c:tion. The

absence of these factors did not n.?.s::cr.::1-11: risult in job

dissatisfaction. Tha 17.r.1,1:-:rs, if not pre-

sent, led to errolovg):= elivAination of1 I k

these factc:rs as dissatisfiers lead to employee

satisfactiovi.

rv4-altd In

t
1.

itself. *.'+ 4+ 4- es -1+ A .4 "2.7 t4 v 11 t . t

=11ated to th,.?;

in their two

atisfierh
.11.. a. P.4

ti

.:n-rs which

1 the work

R.

:.1F.(Er;tion were

L actors,

r, :r %. brant[ 41.416 g.armoomo

(found it th$
(1:..,wa iu i ;} :. t1ii vi:ronment ofw rs itsF,10 ...,
wo.J.:k)

.

1. Achievemmat
,-,

1. SalE1r7
t... Recoulition 2. Po*4qloriitv --Jf ,;..1%..,,k,a,3. Work itself 3. Intorpsr.r3o%al .i'L.i.ltluils (sub-4 Responsibility ord.t.emt-A
5.. Advancement 4. Status

4
..) . Interpersonal .Z relations

(superiors)?
6. IntP,rpFrsonal. relations

(peers)
7. Strervislf)t-tP.o nic.:_11.

8. Company policy and administrationJ14 NorUng ormAiti.:n5:
10. Persob,11 life
11. Job seaurit7

Thonch exrIv,?d at (zartpirically, the: E.:L.TzT.. findings

appear to be aonsistent with the motivatiol.try pro-



posed .by Maslow.4 h7not..-,esized a hitF.rarchv into

which needs arranged themsFlves Ia r;rd.7:-r of the appear-

ance. The Maslow hierarchy of neelss In c:rasr of primacy,

is as follows: physiological needs, 8c:vvlity needs, social

needs, esteem needs, and thri- need frre ssif astualization.

Needs that are at or near th.=?, to of hi.:rarchy, assuming

that lower order needs are mt?.t, T.rin , t tt.) be the focus

yl ,1 c.%.,/neds
o - gatilzfis

1.1ivival; in our
5" ztldeW

a.c-:7- well met

1rtOr111.C.; t p77; C r: I7.t" :V7

Her7tE,Trf: n 0( fc,r his sub-

jects; hygienic .nc-ids (whic:h Jec dis-

satisfaction facItxts identifi8d in his stAA n.0 satis-

faction needs (vhl.ch tend to (ocrts setisfaction

factors identified) . According to H.7.-..arg if hygienic

nePd,s; are not mat the individual rah py Peovision

for hyreiellic needs, however, doe.s eneur increased

lottvation, The satisfaction needs have motivational po-

tential but de-oend-upon reasonable satiation of hygienic

needs before they b&come o.perative.J

11.111111111INCIMMNOMEMIIKJIMIZELANWIMIIIPVCIAMS 41,

4A. H. MotivEttlion
IR ..411L1Harper* and Bros., 1954 M

5HerzbeTii:, The Motivation t 01.1 113-110,umama anvezni6.;:amiu

(New York t

EI



Herzberg's findings have inpc,,:citNat; Implication for

educational administration and su:psrvisic,no They suggest

that much of present practice in pers-,1 administration

may be directed at controlling the hygi,ixile- conditions which
have, at best, limited motivating nolTr Qrofessional

teachers.

..*

bot,h L.
f.%1

fore-ilt 7)omirl,t1c.

st12,. f ,

STATEMENT OF 27ne

W. 8 .;

.

cM14:"c" "° Befcr- t*P-

.81",
, .

i ro.;1 r't .7

is needed,

-:"Ii6tton to dif

nature of the

on the re-

be.considered

relevant to ;d31,tifing it 5.d. to test the

finainEe on lx)plal:itions of soloi pa:sciatl. Tile purpose

of this stlidni T4'%"P t' tt the Her.r .15 -.Lrl.,15.inss with teachers.

THE PROBLEM

The problem investigated in this r8searoh Tras, do

the factorp resorted by teachers distribute themselves into

mutually exclusive satisfaotion and dissattsfaction. cate-
goriest? If the satisfaction-disseastaotion phenomenon
exists for tAacherss will :he fento.ps resulting in satis-

Alitt7.1118111881841l.711116S11.111.01worha,181..on

6110i4 P-*, 109.
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faction be concerned with. the work itseli, and will the

factors resulting in dissatisfaction be concerned with the
environment of work?

Emerging from the problem were th-3 following questions:
1. Is there one set of factors ?:%h eh tends to sat-

isfy teachers and another set of faet.ers which tends to
dissatisfy teachers? Or are there far.!toLs better described
as being arrantTed on a continuum witb e, ,[1 b:-.ing a potential

satisfier and dissatisfier

2. Will the distriblItion f f ar's .:7 ,.try for sub

populations of teachers?

Null limpotheses

1. When teacMrs Tespond t() thF; 1:162741; S factors,
there is no significant difference bet==gin tho proportion
of times a given factor is reported as a satisfier and the

proportion-oftimes the same facter is roperted as. a dis-alia.la.

satisfier.

2. There is no significant differenes between sub-
groups of teachers in the proportion of times each fac-
tor is reported as a satisfier and the proportion of times
each factor is reported as a dissatisfier. (Sub groups
include: (1) Male teachers v. female teachers, (2) tenure
teachers v. non-tenure teachers, (3) elementary school
teachers v. secondary school teachers)*

1,177:1P^o^r. r,"'",1,""tr,e177r.c '
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Assumptions

I. The factors and effects eategories developed,

defined and used by Herzbers7 in his stiely 7fiSIT8 used for

the purooses of this investigation. Lthei-ent in their use

was the assumption that the stories and incidents solicited

from teachers would indeed fit the existinp: catagories.

This assumption appeared to be su.oeorted ty existing studies

on job attitudes of teeshe.es9 1.Thieh. e:Aletricol and

a al2ri lists essentially sAmilar Le te. Herzlesr3 factors.

2. A further assumptien 'ups il::aeLers could

pllace their feelings about their jebs on e, continuum and

report extremes of this continuum o tb.e interviewer. It

was also assumed that teachers would be able to recall,

without difficulty, most recent hi. I. an.,51 most recent low

job feelings.

Limitations

1. The study was limited by the conscious self

understanding of participants and the frankness with which

they responded. to the interview. Assured anonymity of res-

pondents and calculated probing by the interviewer. were

used in attemptina: to control this limitation.

2. Subjects were asked to identify extremes of

feelings about their jobs and report the circumstances.

7Ibid.
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that accounted for these feelin.s. The limitation .of this

technioue was whether factors reiyarted werti reoresentative

of the individual's cgeneral stozase cf L:::..jin:ss and factors.

The introduction of most recent; hirea f-,.13 and most re-

cent - .
:1;1-d H1 01 er . '7. ' ' : 1.1. in e.n'

atts,t to hala.,wris limitation,

Wimitation

Of attitnde

ri
-

1-1
..`

r.nst racen f.%

LEFINITION TERIF.;

tficwIon

Uscrirainate

.,11112,:s and

For the t ry.fined

as follous:

1

cv.3

of .07c.r! 7' i't-t.i or Story
told. bT Ct3.

and s:Iscts.

Th PAluenre ili5.1.u.1d factors,

"Higb serawDo.:?;': to stories

oozed on hirth 7'es:dent . si,-1.1a.:18 referred1

to stories

4

feelin7s

based or

Attitu93ss

0,T.:r -op s r.r r p-+ t - i ,,1
.1.

The suoxiot's eszoiao. of hipda
1 ,

about v4c, r.7:b or low f1 i.n; i25 job can-

stituted his job atbitudes.

"-MTAMITOEWCW,CM",-47:11,11-.."1....7r,r7,-777
"*71114.4

e
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First is-rel f.;,-,c-ziprii: "An elenent of

situation in
Ss./.4.1wG

8
job."

.--:ood or bad ray 7
:1 n1

be. Second rr.:

reasons ;iven o' r(::swIl).:nts

' ..1.:;ei) S the

1 S 2 141%.".! Y

usel as a bosis
firtves or needs

,A1^,
or -Jhich fclAl to

j. %v 4. r3

"fj.7311a7i r :-1 '41 lt--;

attitudes r.F.,...-)rt3d in

Satisfleri

2. 4

the sequence of

...'s20ndents'

facitol,c4 and

0.111 -7
roe., T 1 r.,, .1

,j Ce4,

Positive dirootion to alter an jr,b satis-

Absence of this riositivl: factor tend not

to result in dissatisfaction.

a

7. Dissatisfier: A fact.:ir

tlam'tiVP1

,rAt:,.53 in only

direction to an intividll's j*T/ di

satisfact_on. Absence of this nemtive Fai-mo7L7 muld tend

not to result in satisfactions

a ,'101d.,

r,.~...-vrtrMern....



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LTTPRATURE

Since this study ir; esstioll,r ,jicion of

Herzberg- and an Nrioliction cf hiFJ find.ings to

a Dopulation of tElacmrs, th:7; (4. a ,1:-tur-:: will be

the.Herzberg

brief backgrollnd for this StIYAs r

stridir.. s

riOated non Rti . ....A "ot ;; s:

J.

"f: .

-0,rwr-onIrTr'

In his .... .-

:1.. g
, 4 '

Herzber

of

.2-;s:iarch

Robinson2 no t:>1. that ,:(111,catIor t L.: f :h aI-sa of

concimtration fcr job

that OV'n? fOrt7 cent of

Rol:inn states

tsachers an d tilc,4- job satisfaction or moriF:ict.

71...3)ate to

A deficiency

in job satisftion resrch in eduction is noted by Robin-

1Fr H.:71rZte1''g,
2DfLN9"!1:AMILLIa t°0411. (Neu Yorl,:s John Viley 6n1. Sous 1959).

2
Alp7 Robinson, et. al.. "Job &!.4isfe.eticn Itss!..;chesof 1963," Personnsi and Guidance XLIII (1964)41011.70.0...ECII t 'IMOD 1=1.81., amma..ear.o.6..e>. Or.0...1 .-
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son as follows*

Almost fifty per cent of.thr.! (-1.ualtior3 studiesfocused on the construction a*.nii:,r =. ainistrationof auestionnaire-typs inventort5; vvia surveys. Nointerview studies were reporteA e7en though Herzberg"frowns" upon questionnaireg ar0 ammests depth inter-views as the best a.oproach.-)

According to Herzbsrg94
measuTsv.:t;-at2' of job satis-

faction or disatisfaction art? usvnli7 J:).1:3a.ohefi in one
of three ways. Ple fi-ret roi-thoa -tvi by Hopnok5

in his investition of ei:z.mogia):00 7ari.lbss re tires the
.u.orlu;r to expr.:7;ss

, by ans-
w:f.ring direct quzz:stic.ns re?E;axlins ,:t+-,itude toward his
J,:o. The second

science Research

Associates Employe Inv*mtovy,c s..,,1 3<: inventories
of morale or attitIlde. In tai :3 third ':;1.7tIrds observation of
the behaviors.of work6rs is substituti for specific morale
measures. From observe:1;ton, the invi=r,tigator infers atti-
a

17-1.7-1.7=0 ThiE

....1071114.115.1.11AMAIAMLWAmA.A.MAIMMAlar...MAM1A.

3I id.eme.1~416.0

'Herzberg, /Herzbers, oil", )-o.VII, tiIIM[tr

.i=ach is examplified

)Robert Hoppocks Job Satisf:action (Now York: HarperC.I.AMMMA
MJS.AINd NIMILI.UM.A.A.samenes* O4r271. inBros., 1935).

7
00

____plcafst ImAt_gzy: (Chicao: Science Re-earch Associ4tss 195C).
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by the Hawthorne study'? which essentially deals with the

observation of the effects of group rressuras and super-

visory Practices on workers.

Herzberg also cites three common ichethods for deter-

mining the factors that affect job ottitIldes:

An a .oriori list of factors can b; Taless.nted to
workers, who are then asked to r;3n11 or rate these
factors as to desirability.

Workers can be asked to in:iirt-s
what they li'ke.or dislikg.t-b=t;

Multiplo-item inv:mtoriri,s clit-;-stiires may
be administered.°

The Herzbars investiators those tr r:Njct both

scaled measures of attitudes and effects and observational

techniques. Being cvatious of the nHav:thorne effect," and

fearing the fraPmentary nature of scaled inventories, the

investigators chose a course which attsmpts to investigate

factors, attitudes and effects simultaneously.

411119..11111111.11111MII.MBRIMINWAIIVIS

7Fritz Roethlisberger and W. J. Dickson, Mana ement
and the Worker (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 19 7) .

8
Herzberg, op. cit., :. 7.
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HERZBERG STUDY ABSTRACT

The general hypothesis of the Hfi:r.foerg study was

that job factors leading to positive attitudes Trpuld differ

from job factors leading to negative attitudes. More speci-

fically, Herzberg hypothesized that some factors were satis-

fiers when present but not dissatisfiert3 1Then absent; other

factors were dissatisfiers, but when eliminated as dissatis-

fiers did not result in positive ia3tivtion.

The Sample

The sample for the study include?.1 accountants and

engineers from nine industrial concerns in the Pittsburg

metropolitan area. "Accountant" and °ezigineel"' were de-

fined in terms of actual job activity rather than by job
title. Accountants included employees involved in fiscal

activities down to the lowest rank at which judgmental func-
tion was exercised. Engineer included individuals involved

in design functions. Clerical workers and draftsmen were

not included in either group. Subjects were randomly chosen
from company-furnished lists of people who met the above

criteria. If less than fifty people were available from

any one company, all were selected for the study. No one

was recuired to participate.

Interview tag_ Procedure

A letter, describing the general nature of the study
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-./..111 go.

was sent to all subjects prior to the interview. The inter-

view format and technique used by the Herzberg investi-

gators was semi-structured. T :e ir.t:.:rvi.z7e:r, although

committed to a "structured" "-.7' probe- 9

to insure that each sequence consipt&" of fotors, attitudes,

and effects.

1, Sr)ocification of r -1-/titudest al s7lbject was

...)s-r.d r0 .4. .a.t : - -is f2-51in,zg! about

1 1.1,4 , es
0 O't..t.

^ry
h4

")

identification C-4.' r. cr.v3 self

tie _
"t4. reoniredr"`n.'44-4,1t-

from each subjeot. :Ca ;3Sr:111C' to
volunteer ,r1viS1%7%1. .. J. .. .

averailt, pnr . C. LI

2. Factors in attitudes: E:;oh subject was

asked to descrioe the actual oor.:1172rease Mich resulted in

each of the atbites (feelins) identified. This phase

consisted of two parts. Part oner firstlevel factors,

consisted of the objective circumstances which occurred.

Part two, the second-level factors, consisted of the reasons

for the-feelin.7.'s identified.

3. Effects of the job attitudes: Each subject was

asked to describe how his work was affected during the

sequences he described.
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Ana179ici of the DatamMIMMa="AimiM.AM.= MMUS CAM...MAW MMAIMOI.M.

The techniomi of content c.ri%14/wsis Tms applied to

the requences gathered in the intervi. The interviews

were broken down into "thowilA;units:: irUch were defined as

statements about a sin le ev8nt or eczn.5ition thot led to a

feeling, a single ch=7.racterizEttion of f,:;,1ing, or a descrip-

tion of a single effect. The thougilt units

obtained ,:re-Pe theu e.t,3--;; by Judges into

u v 9 3-5:fv.../at.3.-.1 e-Pfer.4.o..stOu

zvoi2,DS. F1401 thix! C:VC.1V sr.:he,..a which is

1:11 ,.:.F;::lorent cr the c:=Asg,:xies each

intervir uas 1-nain-. and coded, by inelesndent judges,

1:ato the catesoricl cheme. Frc,m of 203 sub-

jects, a tota of 476 acsuenc::s Trere accepted Elnd coded.

Each sequence was clasified in terms or three dimensions t

(1) he range of tau s::-auenc,s;, short or ion, (2) the

6.irection of tha feelings, high or low, (3) the relation-

ship between trio ranz;a of the sequence and the direction

of feelings. Thera were six ilossible permutations of the

three dimensions. The six groups were: (1) high, long-

range, (2) lolr, long-range, (3) high short-range, of short

duration of feelings, (4) high short-range, of long dura-

tian of feeiin;s, (5) low short- range, of short duration

of feelings, (6) low short-range, of long duration of feelings.
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The Results

The results of the study are summarized in Tables I

and II. In summarizing the first-level factors involved in

high sequenc(_;:, the authors stated:

First, only a small number of factors, and these
highly interrelated, are responsible for good feelings
about the job. Second, all of the factors respons-
ible for good feelings about the job relate to the
doing of the job itself or to the intrinsic content
of the job rather than to the cont. in which the
job is done. Third, the good feelings about the job
stemming from these factors are rredominantly lasting
rather than temporary in nature. Fourth, when good
feelings about the job are temporry in nature, they
stem from specific achievements and recognition of
these specific achievements. Fifth, an analysis of
second-level factors leads us to the conclusion that
a sense of personal growth and of self actualization
is the key to an understanding of positive feelings
about the job. We would define the first-level
factors of achievement-resixinsibility-work itself-
advancement as a complex of factors leading to this,
sense of personal growth and self actualization....

An analysis of the first-level factors involved in

low sequences indicated that company policy and administra-

tion was the single most important factor leading to low

feelings about the job. The authors summarized their analysis

as follows:

We have previously said that all the motivating
factors focused on the job and that the factors that
appeared, infrequently in the high attitude stories
could be'characterized as describing .the job context.
It is just these job factors, company policy and
administration, supervision (technical and human re-
lating), and working conditions, that now appear as

-"the job dissatisfiers. We can , ,:pand on the pre-

9Herzberg, sm. cit., p. 70.
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TABLE I

HERZBERG STUDY: PERCENTAGE OF EACH FIRST-LEVEL FACTOR:APPEAR-
ING IN HIGH AND LOW ATTITUDE SEQUENCES FOR THE TOTAL SAMPLE.

P N

1.

2.

3.

5.

o.

7.

Factor

Achievement

Recognition

Work itself

Responsibility

Advancement

Salary

Possibility of growth

8. Interpersonal relations
(subordinates)

Status

Interpersonal
(superiors)

Interpersonal
(peers)

relations

relations

12. Supervision technical

13.= Company policy and
administration

. 14.

15.

16.

Working conditions

Personal life

Job security

Hi h

41*

33*

26*

23*

20*

15

6

4

4

3

3

3

1

Low

7

18

14

6

11

17

8

3

4

15*

8*

20*

*Difference between Highs and Lows is significant
at the .01 level.
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TABLE II

HERZBERG STUDY: PERCENTAGE OF EACH SECOND-LEVEL FACTOR
APPEARING IN HIGH AND LOW ATTITUDE SEQUENCES FOR THE

TOTAL GROUP'

11111111V1..38.M17.11RIVALIIMMINIVIMIMMINOSNIV11.111.
P.N. Factor-.--_-. Eigh LO TT

1. Achievement

Recognition

3. Possibility of grcTth

4. Advanoment

J. Res-ponsibility .,0* 8c:

6. Group feeling 10* 3

7. Work itself As./.4n 13

8. Status 18 10

Q. Socal'ity 7
9

10. Fairness-unfairness 3 38

ii. Prig? e, =Alt, inarlecvaoy 9, 14

12. Salary 19 13

111.141111

59*

57*

nO
*ID

26

IC

33

2

111.1/101L 110.0.-amatIOnLIWVINNIMIMOOMMIMMMIC AC.JONNOW1104111MOIMMOrillAi.4.111-lnit.S.iltate

*Difference betwem Hicifils and. Lows is significant
the .01 le'vel.
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vious hypothesis by stating that the job satisfiersdeal with the factors involved in doing the job,whereas the job dissatisfiers deal with the factors.that define the job context....10

It appears that the Herzberg hypothesis is strongly
confirmed. The Herzberg results suggest try t factors which
account for high job feelings do, indeed, differ from fac-
tors which account for low job feelings. In addition, it

appears that factors concerned with the mrk itself, with-
out exception, account for high job feelings while job

context factors tend to account for low job feelings.

STUDIES ANALOGOUS TO HERZBERG

The Anderson Study

Anderson11 replicated the Herzberg study using a

population sample which consisted of three occupational

levels. From a Veterans Administration Hospital in Utah,

Anderson selected a sample consisting of thirty-nine regis-

tered nurses (the professional group), thirty-one workers

in the engineering service of the%hospital (the skilled

group), and thirty-five unskilled hospital workers (the

unskilled group). The Anderson study tends to support the

"Herzberg _
_cit., 82

11
Frederick Anderson, "Factors in Motivation to WorkAcross Three Occupational Levels" (Microfilmed DoctoralThesis, The University of Utah, 1961).
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universality of Herzberg's conclusions. Anderson's findings

are illustrated in Tables III and IV and are summarized be-

low.

In the first -level sequences for the unskilled sam-

ple, the dominant factors that assumed a more important

role in the highs, as compared with the lows, were achieve-

ment, recognition, and responsibility. In the second-level

sequences, the dominant factors were recognition*, achieve-

ment, responsibility, group feelings, and pride. For the

first-level sequences in the lows, the dominant factors

were inadequate salary, interpersonal relations (superior),

interpersonal relations (peers), and company policy and

administration.* In the low second-level sequences, the

dominant factors were lack of growth opportunities and un-

fairness.*

In the first-level sequences for the skilled sam?le,

the dominant factors in the highs, as compared with the lows,

were achievement, recognition, and opportunities for growth..

The second-level factors were recognition*, achievement,

advancmert, work itself, and pride. For the lows the do-

minant factors in first-level sequences were supervision-

technical and company policy and administration. Second-

level factors were lack of growth opportunities, low status,

and unfairness.*

*Difference between Highs and Lows is significant
at the .05 level.
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TABLE III

ANDERSON STUDY: PERCENTAGE OF EACH FIRST-LEVEL FACTOR
APPEARING IN HIGH AND LOW ATTITUDE SEQUENCES FOR THE

THREE SAMPLE GROUPS

Proles-
Factor Unskilled Skilled signal Totalh Lo_h ow High Low High Low

1. Achievement 12 7 19
2. Recognition 69 27 35 3
3. Work itself 3 8 11
4. Responsibility 12
5. Advancement 6 7 12 14
6. Salary 12 20 12 11
7. Possibility of

growth 3 19 4
8. Interpersonal

relations
(subordinates) 3

9. Status 3 If
10. Inteipersonal

relations
(superiors) 25 27 53 5011. Interpersonal
relations
(peers) 6 17 If

12. Supervision
technical 30

13. Company Policy
and administra-
tion

14. Working
conditions

15. Personal life
16. Job security

26 4 21
43 23 46
17 17 12

4
21
11'

6 . 6 5' 3
9 2 9 7

6 8

11 .8
3 If

14 31* 30

8 1 9*

29 3 2 1 17*

4o* 4 32 3 35* If 36*

7 If 7 15 1 10
4 7 8 1 6
8 If 3 1

The percentages total more
group since more than one factor
quenee. Only the first high and
from each respondent was used in

INIPMW

than 100 per cent for any
can appear in any one se-
first low sequence obtained
computing chi-square.

*Difference between High and Lows is significant.Minimum P = .05.

.""orern.rrrt. r."'"IrtT.M1011e.C.
. _
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TABLE IV

ANDERSON STUDY: PERCENTAGE OF EACH SECOND-LEVEL FACTOR
APPEARING IN HIGH AND LOW ATTITUDE SEQUENCES FOR THE

THREE SAMPLE GROUPS

Profes-
Factor Unskilled Skilled sional . Total

Himh Low Ai h Low High Law High Low

1. Reccgnition 82* 20 58* 7 66 27 66* 202. Achievement 19 7 12 34 37 23 19
3. Possibility of

growth 10 11 '8 94. Advancement 6 3 12 3 2 6 2
5. Responsibility 25 3 11 6 11 46. Group feelings 19 3 4 4 17 15 13 87. Work itself 19 20 19 4 6 17 13
8. Status 19 13 8 21 6 10 8 19. Security 7 12 11 3 25* 5 16*

10.. Fairness-
unfairness 6 77* 12 79* 9 67* 9. 73*11. Pride, guilt,
inadequacy 44 3 12 4 34 19 29 1012. Salary 12 27 12 14 3 8 11

The percentages total more than 100 per cent for any
group since more than one factor can appear in any one sequence.
Only the first high and the first low sequence obtained from
each respondent was used in computing chi-square.

*Difference between Highs and Lows is significant.
Minimum P = .05.
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In the first-level seauences for the professional
sample, the dominant factors that were more important in
the hir4hs, as contrasted with the lows, were achievement
and recognition. Second-level factors were recognition
and responsibility. For the lows, the dominant first-
level factors were interpersonal relations (superior)* and
company policy and administration.*

Thr;
kad.:,son generally substantiate the

conCluzions 1.11r4brg Imt with noticeable exceptions.
The first-1::70, fact: )r interpersonal relations (superiors),
a d5.ssatisfier

;13,)E1.-Xirv?, in low attitude sequences for
H4vrzbergr appeared as a high for Anderson's shilled sample."

second-level factor achievement, a Herzberg high, ap-
I,Dered as a low for Anderson's professiona sample. Pride,
guilt, inadequacyy, a second-level factor, appeared in the
three Anderson samples exclusively as a high. This factor
was reported by Herzberg as a low.

In general, however, the 'work itself" factors,
achievement, ract)gnition, advancement, and responsibility,

INI11111.111

411.111.1.111moyauh.awsvasiir.

*Difference between Highs and Lows is significantat the .05 level.

0
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tended to account for the high attitude sequences and the

"environment of work" factors tended to account for low

attitude sequences for the three 'samples investigated by

Anderson.

alaLodahl Study12

In this study of job attitudes of workers, male

auto assemblers and female electronics assemblerd were

studied by applying factor analysis to information obtained

from content analysis of interviews. Although this study

was not an intended replication of Herzberg, results of the

studies are remarkably similar.

Dissatisfaction factors for both auto assemblers

and electronics assemblers were essentially the same as

the dissatisfiers reported by Herzberg for accountants and

engire?.rs. Quality-quantity conflict and tension were addi-

tions to the Herzberg list. Intrinsic job satisfaction,

however, appeared as a dissatisfier for electronics assem-

blers but as a satisfies for auto assemblers.

Satisfiers for auto assemblers included feelings

about own performance, responsibility, feedback, intrinsic

job satisfaction, and satisfaction with fellow workers; for

12
Thomas Lodahl, "Patterns of Job Attitudes in Two

Assembly Technologies," Administrative Science Quarterly,VIII (1964), 483-519.
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electronics assemblers the satisfiers were feelings about

own performance, feedback, difficulty, plans, product know-

ledge, responsibility, and freedom from interferences..

The striking results of this study suggest that auto

assemblers appear to be remarkably consistent, in need ori-

entation, with people in higher level jobs. Female elect-

ronics workers also appear to possess the potential to be

hir.shly self mottvatol.

It appears that job satisfaction and job motivation

=."S related to different aspects of the job, not only for

the Herzberg and Anderson subjects, but also for auto and

electronic assemblers.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

March and Simon13 suggest that job satisfaction in-

fluences an individual's decision to participate in a given

or;13anization, but does not affect very directly his deOisian

to pnduce. In other words, factors that provide a level of

happiness (satisfaction) for a given individual do not neces-

sarily motivate him to work harder.

13John March and Herbert Simon, Organizations
(New York: John and Sons, 19583.
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Extensive reviews of the literature on job satis-

faction by Brayfield and Crockett149 Herzberg et 115, and

Robinson16, indicate rather clearly that job satisfaction

itself does not necessarily induce increased production.

Collins17 maintains that no intrinsic relationship

exists between satisfaction and productivity. He suggests

that both may be a function of a third variable, such as

ambition or level of as-Aration. His research tends to

indicate that satisfaction and productivity-are correlated

only when caused by a third variable.

Lodahl makes a rather clear distinction between job

satisfaction and job motivation. He equates job satisfac-

tion r'th the factors and conditions Herzberg identified

as dissatisfiers. Both agree that job satisfaction is pre-

sent when job dissatisfaction is eliminated. Lodahl, how-

ever, describes job motivation as being:

Goal directed in character in that it refers to
factors that pull people toward performing well in

=.11.
14A. Brayfield and W. Crockett, "Employees Attitudes

and Employee Performance," Psychological Bulletin, LII (1955)
396-424.

15Herzberg et al, Job Attitudes (Pittsburgh: Psycho-
logical Service, 1957).

16Robinson, loc. cit.

17Barry Collins, "Ila Experimental Study of Satis-
faction. Productivity, Turnover, and Comparison Levels,"
(Microfilmed Doctoral Thesis, Northwestern University, 1963).
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order to achieve self esteem, recognition, and enjoy-ment of work itself.18

Indeed Lodahl would Prefer to label the Herzberg

satisfiers as job motivators and the Herzberg dissatisfiers
as job satisfiers. Despite the apparent confusion in word-

ing, the basic intent and meaning of Herzberg and Lodahl are

similar. The distinction between job satisfaction and job

motivation as Herzberg sees it is as follows:

Man tends to actualize himself in every area of
life, and his job is one of the most important areas.The conditions that surround the doing of the job
cannot gtvellim this basic satisfaction; they do nothave the potentiality. It is only from the perform-ance of a task that the individual can get the rewardsthat will reinforce his aspirations.19

Herzberg clearly equates the satisfiers identified
in his study with job motivation:

.

Since it is in the approach sense that the term
motivation is commonly used, we designate the job
factors as the motivators as opposed to the extra-job factais, which we have labeled the factors ofhygiene. It should be understood that both kindsof factors meet the needs of the employee; but itis primarily the motivators that serve to bring
about the kind of improvement that industry is seekingfrom its work force.2°

Much of the job satisfaction-job dissatisfaction

research, particularly in education, has failed to con-

06

11141T--47rerparm.

18Lodahl, op. cit., D. 487.

19Herzberg, op, cit., p. 114.

2°Ibid.
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sider the strong possibility that some factors are indeed

mmtivators while other factors contilbute little.to job

, motivation. In commenting on motivational study tech-

niques, Lodahl cites a basic research flaw:

Studies of motivation of workers have largely
been limited to sources of job satisfaction, which
is a relatively shallow level in the motivational
hierarchy.21

An examination of Maslow' s22 thBery of human moti-

vation will serve tc :Mace the Herzberg and Lodahl studies

in perspective. Mo.slow proposes a theory of human motiva-

tion which is characterJed by five basic needs. These are

physiological, safety, b eiai, esteem, and self actualiza-

tion.' The five basic needs are related to each other and

are arranged in alerarchy of prepotency. Essentially,

the most prepotent need occupies, and to a certain extent

monopolized, an individual's attention while less prepotent

needs are minimized. When a need is fairly well satisfied

the next prepotent need emerges and tends to dominate the

individual's conscious life. Gratified needs, according

to this theory, are not active motivators of behavior.

441110011.11145 11111.10071111.011

21Loda1al, op. cit. p. 483.

22A. H. Maslow, Motivation and Personal= (New Yorks
Harper and Bros., 195 4).
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Porter23, in adapting the Maslow hierarchy of

needs for his research, has eliminated physiological needs

from the list. Presumably, the rationale for Porter's

elimination of physiological needs is simply that in our

society this category lacks the rrepotency to motivate be-

havior for most people.

The assumpti( that lower order needs are well met

and seldom motivate behavior aYpears to be supported by the

research of Herzberg, Lodahl, and Anderson. Essentially,

the lower order needs and perhaps even social needs approach

the job satisfaction concept, while the higher order needs

approach the job motivation concept.

STUDIES IN EDUCATION

Research on job attitudes in education has tended

not to differentiate between factors which satisfy teachers

and factors which dissatisfy teachers. The terms satis-

faction and dissatisfaction indeed are used but are con-

ceptualized on a continuum. The basic assumption of this

premise is that if a dissatisfier is identified, prOviding

for the elimination of the dissatisfier will result in

23Lyman Porter, "Attitudes in Management: PerceivedDeficiencies in Need Fulfillment as a Function of Job Level,"
Journal of Applied PsvchcluE, XLVI (1962) 375.
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teacher satisfaction. Or, if a satisfier is identified,

failure to maintain the satisfaction condition will result

in dissatisfaction.

The Thorndiks and Hc!gen study24 is a major example

of the ncontinuue assumption in studying job satisfaction

and dissatisfaction in education. Thornlike and Hagen

presented an alpriori list of satisfiers and dissatisfiers

to a sample of teachel-s. The checklist was supplemented

by a free response situation whereby subjects were permitted

to4, volunteer factors that would be important in bringing

into and keeping young men t.i"teaching. The factor

volunteered and checl:ed by subjects were categorized into

sources of satisfaction and dissatisfactien. In commenting

on the.distribution of lactors, the authors state only

about one-third mentioned respect by the people of the

community as a source of satisfaction. This is consistent

with a sutsequent findin that lack of respect was fre-

quently mentioned as one source of dissatisfaction with

work in teaching."25

1011110.eigNIMmeilmwaswpway,0~1101010

24Robert Thorndike and. Elizabeth Hagen, Characteris-
tics of Men Who Have Remained in Left Tealtilm. Co-
operative Research Program, United States Office of Education
Number 574 (Washing ton: Government Printing Office, 1960).

25.

6'
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A summary of recent job satisfaction and job

dissatisfaction studies in education, conducted by

Thorndike26, Rettig27, McLaughlin
28

, and Rudd29, is pre-

sented in Table V. The table indicates an inconsistency

in the factors that appear as satisfiers and the factors

that appear as dissatisfiers. Salary, for example, ap-

pears on two occasions as a satisfier and on three oc-

casions as a dissatisfier.

-A careful study 'of the table suggests two import-

ant implications. Factors that are concerned with the

inherent value of work itself do not appear in dissatis-

faction categories, but only in satisfaction categories.

Factors that are concerned with the conditions and en-;

vironment of work appear more frequently in dissatisfaction

categories than in satisfaction categories. This observa-

tion is similar to the observation made by Herzberg in a

review of industrial studies.

261bid.

27S. Rettig and B. Pasamanich, "Status and Job
Satisfaction of Public School Teachers," School and
Society, LXXXIII (1959) 113.

t.

28J. McLaughlin and J. Shea, "Ca]ifornia Teachers'
Job Dissatisfaction," California Journal of Educational
Research, XI (1960) 2177----

29W. Rudd and S. Wiseman, "sources of Dissatisfaction
Among a Group of Teachers," British Journal of Educational
Psychology, XXXII/ (1962) 275.

p
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The majority of studies in job satisfaction and

job di4satisfaction of teachers ap-3eP,r to provide only

accidental differentiation between fact:)rs which tend to

satisfy teachers and factor§ VAioh tend to dissatisfy

teachers. The basic assumption is that satisfaction and

dissatisfaction are conceptualized on a continuum. If the

Herzberg findings are acceptable 64z teachers, much of the

research in job setisfvotim of tf:pc:t.s!--s nza much of the

xactiee based ox) this ressarch nlay be of doubtful value.



CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

The over-all design of this study followed, with
some additions and modifications, the design developed and
used by Herzberg. Basic to the design was the collection
of incidents judged by respondents to be representative of
their job feelings. Each incident or sequence consisted
of three phases: (1) the respondents' attitudes expressed
in terms of high job feelings and low job feelings, 0; the
first-level and second-level factors which accounted for
these attitudes, (3) the effects of these attitudes and
factors as reported by respondents. Through content analy-
sis the factors which accounted for the expressed attitudes
were sorted into the categories developed, defined, and
used by Herzberg in the original study. The effects were
sorted and categorized in the same manner.

Additions to and Omissidns from the Herzberg Desi n,

In addition to the Herzberg type most unusual high
and most unusual low attitude sequences, subjects were re-
quired to relate most recent high an& most recent low atti-tude sequences. 1 The four sequences were classified as

1
The addition of most recent attitude sequences wassuggested by Robert B. Howsam of the University of Rochester.
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follows: (1) unusual high attitude sequence, (2) unusuallow attitude sequence, (3) recent high attitude sequence,(4) recent low attitude sequence. The addition of mostrecent high and most recent low attitude sequences tothe Herzberg design was an attempt to modify the potentialdramatic nature of extreme feelings and hopefully servedto improve the
representativeness of responses from an

individual's general stora.ge of feelings and factors. Inthe statistical analysis, no
differentiation was made be-

trffeen unusual attitude seauences and recent attitude se-quences.

The inclusion of most recent attitude sequencesseriously limited the value of coding stories into sequencerange and duration of feelings
categories. Most recent

sequences tended to be exclusively short-range and of short"duration of feelings, Thus, the potential value of codingsequence range and duration of feelings was reluctantlyforsaken for hopefully improved validity in respondents'stories.
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SAMPLING PROCEDURE

The Population

The population for this study consisted of teachers

in school districts in Monroe County.* The districts ranged

from semi-runq to suburban in orientation and in size from

a teaching staff of 36 to a teaching staff of 528, The

total sample population consisted of 3, 682 teachers.

The Sample

One hundred and twenty-seven respondents were selected

at random from the 3,682 teachers who comprised the study

population. The sample was drawn from lists furnished by

each of the participating school districts. Administrators,

guidance counselors, department chairmen not involved in

actual teaching, librarians, supervisors, and other non,

teaching personnel were not included in the sample.

Responderts were notified by mail of their selec-

tion and invited to participate in the study. Seventy.;.

one of the 127 teachers agreed to participate. This ini-

tial communication with respondents included a description
104

of the general nature of the study but did not include

specifically the nature or content of the interview. Hes-

ponents were then contacted by phone and interview arrange-

ments were made. Interviews were conducted at schools, In

the homes of respOndmts, and at the University of Rochester,

*Monroe County, New York,
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It seems appropriate to discuss sample size and

its effect on the subsequent analysis of the data gathered.

The primary interest of this study was high attitude and

low attitude sequences and the factors which accounted for

these attitudes. Two hundred eighty-four were collected

for the study. The statistical analysis was based on the

number of sequences rather than the number of respondents.

Focusing on sequences was consistent with the method used

by both Herzberg and Anderson.

The sample included thirty male teachers and forty-

one female teachers. Elementary school positions were

held by thirty-seven respondents and junior high or senior

high school positions were held by thirty-four respondents.

Thirty-seven of the seventy-one respondents held tenure

appointments. Respondents ranged in age from twenty-one

years to sixty -four years with the average age being thirty-

seven and the median age being thirty-two. Years of teaching

experience ranged from three months to thirty-six years with

the average experience being nine years and the median ex-

perience being seven years.

INTERVIEWING PROCEDURE

At the beginning of the interview, the nature of

the study was explained to the respondent and long-range
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sequences and short-range sequences were defined.2 The
interview outline was given to respondents for their in-
spection. Respondents who were judged to be somewhat
apprehensive about the interview were told that if, upon
completion of the interview, they had misgivings about
participating in the study they were welcome to withdraw
and keep the interview tape. None chose to accept this
offer. All respondents were assured of. complete anony-
mity.

Respondents were told that they could start with
either a time when they had felt unusually high or good
about their job or a time when they had felt unusually low
or bad about their job. After the first unusual sequence
each respondent was asked to give another. If he had pre-
viously given a high story, he was then asked for a low.
The same procedure was followed for most recent high feel-
ings and most recent low feelings.

Respondents were limited to four specific sequences;
an unusual high attitude sequence, an unusual low attitude
sequence, a most recent high attitude sequence, and a most
recent low attitude sequence. As indicated earlier, this
procedure differed from the procedure followelA by Herzberg

2
The subsequent analysis of data did not includea consideration of long-range and short-range sequences.
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and Anderson, both of whom limited their respondents to

unusual sequences only. Further, their respondents were

permitted to relate as many unusual sequences as they wished;

some respondents in the Herzberg study gave as many as four

unusual attitude sequences and the average number of se-

quences per respondent was 2.4. The interview outline used

in this study is included in Appendix B.

ANALYSIS OF THE INTERVIEWS

The technique of content analysis was used in coding

each sequence. Herzberg3 suggests two basic approaches to

content analysis. The first is an a priori, approach in

which the analysis is based upon a predetermined categori-

cal scheme. The second approach extracts the categories

from the raw data itself. Herzberg choge the a posteriori

approach which produced categories specifically related to

the data, collected in his study. Herzberg noted, however,

that:the resulting categorical scheme developed through the
a 2941priori approach was not very different from that which

could have been derived from an analysis of the literature.4

The schema used for content analysis in this study'

ms a direct adoption of the categories developed and used

3Frederiek Herzberg, et. al., 2112.1120yation to WOTI;(New Yorks John Wiley and Sons, 19591, p 37.

4Herzberg, O. glI" p. 38.
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by Herzberg, and so represents an a Rskyi approach, but
one based on empirical evidence.

The First Level Factors

The objective events, the actual stories, which

were reported by respondents as being the source of high
or low feelings about their jobs were coded as first-level

factors. The factors, as defined by Herzberg, are as fol-
lows:

1. Recognition. The major criterion for thiscategory was some act of recognition to the person speakingto us. The source could be almost anyone: supervisor, someother individual in management, management as an Impersonalforce, a client, a peer, a professional colleague, or thegeneral public. Some act of notice, praise, or blame wasinvolved. We felt that this category should include whatwe call "negative recognition," that is, acts of criticismor blame. In orr subcategories we differentidted betweenttuations in which rewards were given along with the actsof recognition and those in which there were no concreterewards. Note that we had, many sequences in which thecentral event was some act, such as a promotion or a wageincrease, which was perceived by the respondent as asource of feelings of recognition. These sequences werecoded under "recognition second-level."

One might ask, since we had a separate category forinterpersonal relations, where we coded recognition andwhere we coded interpersonal relations? The defining char-acteristic was the emphasis on the act of recognition or an*statements characterizing the nature of the interactionbetween the respondent and the supervisor, peer, or sub-ordinate, we coded the sequence as a story involving inter-personal relations. When the emphasis was merely on the actof recognition, this was not done.

2. abbvement. Our definition of achievement alsoincluded its oppose; failure, and the absence of achieve-ment. Stories involving some specifically mentioned. successwere put into this category and these included the followingssuccessful completion of a job, solutions to problems, vindi-cation, and seeing the results of one's work.
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3. Possibility of Growth. The inclusion of apossibility of growth as an objective factor in the situa-tion may sound paradoxical, but there were some sequencesin which the respondent told us of changes in his situationinvolving objective evidences that the possibilities forhis growth were not increased or decreased. An example ofthis is a change in status that officially included a like-lihood that the respondent would be able to rise in a com-pany, or the converse. For example, if a men moves from acraftsman's position to that of a draftsman, the new statusopens up a previously closed door; he may eventually riseto the position of design engineer or perhaps even projectengineer. When the respondent told us that this had beenclearly presented tn him as part of his change, then possi-bility of growth was certainly cons -Ids 72ed as a first-levelfactor. Similarly, when an individual was told that hislack of formal education made it impossible for him everto advance in the company, "negative° possibility forgrowth was coded.

Possibility for growth, however, has another con-notation. It includes not only the likelihood that theindividual would be able to move onward and upward withinhis organization but also a situation in. which he is ableto advance in his own skills and in his profedsion. Thus,included in this category were stories in which a new ele-ment in the situation made it possible for the respondentto learn new skills or to acquire a new professional out-look.

4. Advancement. This category was used only whenthere was 677770Wange in the status or position ofthe person in ,he company. In situations in which an in-dividual transferred from one part of the company to anotherwithout any change in status but with increased opportuni-ties for responsible work, the change was considered an in-creased responsibility (for which we have a cateaory) butnot formally an advancement.

5. Salary. This category included all sequencesof events in which compensation plays a role. Surprisinglyenough, virtually all of these involve wage or salary in-creases, or unfulfilled expectation of salary increases.
6. Inter ersonal Relations. One might expect thatinterpersonal relat ons wO7375gliade almost all of thesequences. They do play a role, necessarily, in situationsinvolving recognition or 6hanges in status within the company
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or company and management policies; however, we restricted
our coding of interpersonal relations to those stories in
which there was some actual verbalization about the char-
acteristics of the interaction between the person speaking
and some other indtvidval. We set this up in terms of three
major categories:

Interpersonal relations-superior
Interpersonal relations-subordinate
Interpersonal relations- peer

***** OOOOO

For the purposes of this study, subordimites included
students directly responsible to the techer or in contact
in any capacity, with the teacher. Peers included fellow
teachers of equal rank (supervising teachers were con-
sidered as superiors) and parents of students in the school
or school district. The inclusion of both parents and
teachers in the same category may have caused some pollution
of the data relating to interpersonal relations (peers).
However, teachers responded infrequently to interaction with
fellow teachers as sources of high and low job feelingsl

7. aumision-teohnical. Although it is difficult
to divorce the characteristics of interpersonal relation-
ships with one's supervisor from his behavior in carrying
out his job, it seemed to us that it was not an impossible
task. We were able, with a high degree of reliability
among independent coders, to identify those sequences of
events that revolved around the characteristics of inter-
personal relationships and those, classified under thecategory supervision-technical, in which the competence or
incompetence, fairness or unfairness'of the supervisor werethe critical characteristics. Statements about the super-visor's willingness or unwillingness to delegate the res-
ponsibility or his willingness or unwillingness to teach
would be classified under this category. A supervisor who
kept things humming smoothly and efficiently might both be
reported as factors in a sequence of events that led to
exceptional feelings about the job.

8. AlsponsibililE, Factors relating to responsi-bility and authority are covered in this category, whichincludes those sequences of events in which the person
speaking reported that he derived satisfaction from being
given responsibility for his own work or for the work of
others or being given new responsibility. It also includes
stories in which there was a loss of satisfaction or a
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negative attitude towards the job stemming from a lack of
responsibility. In cases, hcwever, in which the story re-
volved around a wide gap bet reen a person,s authority and
the authority he needed to carry out hts job responsibilities
the factor identified was "campany reliey e.nd administration."
The rationale for this was that such a discrepancy between
authority and job responsibilities would be considered evi-
dence of poor management.

9. ComiDany 4s211001) polia and a&inistraWn.
This category describes those components of a sequence of
events in which some over-all aspect of the company was
a factor.. We identified two kinds of over-ell company
Policy and administration chexactielletice. One involved
the adequacy or inede-juee;:f ef Go.. eJ75 ("'IFizati*7n en*1
managemelite Thus, there c.en exist a Arqation tn whie:e
man has linee cf cammunicatien aree.sing i n s ueh a way the
he does not really know for wheel he is ::erUn, in which
he has inadequate authority for sotisfeetory eompletion cf
his task, or in which a company policy is not carried out
because of inadequate organization of the work.

The second kind of over-all chareeteristio of
company involved not iloadeauacy but the h.ermfulne:Is of
beneficial effects of the company's polieies. These are
Primarily personnel policies. These -colicies, when velred
negatively, are not described as ineffeatIve, but rather
as "malevolent."

10. yorkilla conditions. This cntegery wtes used
for stories in which the physical conditions of orL, the
amount of work, cr the facilities available for doing the
work were mentioned in the sequence of events. Adequacy
or ine.deauacy of ventilation, lighting, tools, space, and
other such environmental characteristics would be included
here*

11. Work itself. Work itself was used when the
respondent mentioned the actual doing of the job or the
tasks of the lob as a source of good or bad feelings about
it. Thus, jobs can be routine or varied, creative or
stultifying, overly easy or overly difficult. The dutiesof a position can include an opportunity to carry through
an entire operation or they can be restricted to one minute
aspect of it.
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12, Factors in Rang As previously indi-
cated, we dirgriTecept sequences in. which a factor in the
personal life of an individual having nothing to do rith
his job was responsible for a period of good or bad feel-
ings, even if these feelings affected the job. We did
accept situations in which some aspect of the job affected
personal life in such a way that the effect was a factor in
the respondent's feelings about his job....

13. Status. It would have been easy to slip intc
the trap of inferring status consideration from other fac-
tors. For example, it might be considered that any
advancement; would involve a change in mtatus and ought to
be thus coded. This was not done. "Status" vas coded
only when the respondent actually mentioned some sign or
appurtenance of status as being a factor in his feelings
about the job.

14. Job securitz. Here again we were not dealing
with feelings of security, since these t-: ire coded as second-
level factors, but with objective sites of tresence or
absence of job security. Thus, we included such considere-
tions as tenure and company stability or instability, which,
reflected in some objective way on a person's job security..7

The Second-Level Factors w.

The second-level factors were catr-71;cries which con-

stituted respondents' feeling,' as a result of the obj. cti72

stories they had related and the attitudes they had identi-

fied. The analysis of second-level factors came primarily

from respondents' answers to two quesi;ionss "Can you tell

me more precisely why you felt the ray you did?" and "What

did these events mean to you?" One respondent related a

story involi ing a merit salary increase as a source of good

feelings about his job. When asked why he felt the way

he did, he replied, "It meant that the administration or

11114tt

5Herzberg, 2p...211., pp. 44-49.*
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who ever was resPonslble for the increeee felt that I was

doing, good job.'' .The first-level ftetol in this sequence

was coded as sO.Ary. This was the ebjective occurrence.

The second -level factor in this sequezice. he:fever, was

coded as recognition. The respondent Perceived the merit

increase as a source of recognitien.

The second- level. factors are dIffined in terms of

thOtr literal or common usage. The liet of second-level

factors, as used by Herzberg, in as folleyx:

1. Feelings of recoe.'nitien
2. Feelings of achievement
3. Feelings of possible grr;TFt; 12 , bleo:cs t. growth,

first-level factors piarceived as evidence
of actual growth

4. Feelings of responsibility, lack of responsi-
bility or diminished resonsitility

5. Group feelings: feeliwl:s of belenainm.or
isolation, socio-technical or purely
social

6. Feelings of interest or lack of interest in
the performance of the job

7. Feelings of increased or decreased status
8. Feelings of increased or decreased security
9. Feelings of fairness or unfairness

10. Feelings of pride 'or of inadequacy or guilt
11. Feelings about salary*

*This factor was included to cover those situationsin which the first-level factor '.ms viewed primarily as asource of the things that money can bring. If an answer tothe question, "Why did this promotion make you feel good?"was, "I like the idea of being able tb make,more money," thenthe second-level factor was coded "salary. "o

.1111111Mr.711.1111.4.1./meorg..

°Herzberg, al. cit., p. 50.

,....., r
yea .10,*..... ..0,
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The Effects

The analysis of effects was genz..lrally dpendent

upon the procedure and effects categories. developed by

Herzberg. Five categories of effects Were used, (1) per-

formance effects., (2) turnover effects, (3) mental-health

effects, (4) interpersonal relations effects, and (5) at-

titudinal effects.

The analysis of effects came prtzarily from res-

pondents... answers to the following que.sions:

1. Did these feelings affect the way you did your
job? How? How long did this go on?

2. Can you give me a specific example of the way
in which your performance on the job was af-
fected?

3. Did what happened affect your personally.in
any way?

4. Did what happened affect the way you felt about
working in that 'school or that school district?

5. Did the consequences of what happened affect your
career?

6. Did what happened change the way you felt about
the teaching profession?

CODING PROCEDURE

The next step in the analysis of the interviews re-

quired that the factors contained in the high and low atti-

'11
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tulle storieP of respondents be identified.and. coded into

the categorical scheme. Further, since several factors

could appear in a' given story, the feel:or which contributed

most to the expressed feeliiig was to be'isolated for:sub-

sequent analysis.

Each sequence was coded) independently, but threw of

five judges. Judges included the investistor, three gra-

duate students in edudational-adminiEtuntibn, and one wife

of a graduate stud:esnt. Two of the five judges were women.

The training deriod for judges censisted of two

Phases. Phase one required the judges to become thoroughly

familiar with the categorical scheme and the factors as

defined by Herzberg. Judges were then brought together to.

listen to twelve sequences' gathered in a pilot study. The

judges coded the twelve sequences independently and dis-

cussed choices and disagreements. After two practice

sessions, the judges felt sufficiently attuned to begin the

actual, analysis.

A total of 284 sequences were coded for the study.

Coding decisions were classified as unanimous choice,

majority choice, or consensus choice. Unanimous choice

was a result of three judges agreeing in coding. Majority

choice was a result of two judges agreeing and one dis-

agreeing. The factor coded by the majority was accepted.
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Three-way disagreement"among coders constituted a con-

sensqg choice; the coder's were required to listen to the

sequence again and were forced to arrive at a consensus.

aeoision.'

The codillg.choices.of juevggs for each of the fi?.?Fl.t'

160 senuences are reported in Appendix C. For the firs.6-

level factots, there were 87 unanimous decisions, 69 ma-

jority .decisions, and 4 consensus d.:;cisions., For the second-

level factors, there were 96 unanimcus decisions and 64 major-

ity decisiOns. Three-4- disagreements did not occur for

the second-level factors.

Coding sheets for each respondent were tabulated by

hapd and data put on I.B.M. cards. ',The sumthary of the data

and the'statiStical computation for H2 was done at the

University of Rochester Computing Center.? The statistical

computation for H1 was done manually. 8

Figure 1 summarizes the basic features of the con-

tent analysis.

7C. Reynolds, "CHOMOB: Chi Squares," (Rochester:
University of Rochester Computing Center, File No. 11.9.504,
1964). (Mimeographed,)

8
Quinn McNemar, Ps cholo Statistics. (Neu York:John Wiley and Sons, 19 , p. 225.
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CHAPTER IV

THE ANALYSIS OF RECJULTE5

The resulti of-tM'study:ars i-,rented. In three:

.section's.. The first section rTp*Crts t3 rv;sults relating

to .the mutual exclusivness. of factc:g ftr. the total sample.

This section includes an analysis.of t.. lirst7level and

second level factors which ill high attitude se-

quences and an analysis of first-level. and Lecond-level

faCtors which appeared in "Ixo; attittde ;zcscraenced.

The second section m'osents the finilinrts relating

to sub-group differencr5s ftr e:,ach factor. This section

includes an analysis e)f thE- difference in responses for

each factor for male tsachers'as compa:eri with female

teachers, tenure teachers as'com-pared with non tenure

teachers, and for elementery school teachers as compared

with secondary school teachers.

The third section contains the results of the

effects analysis.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HIGH ATTITUDE FACTORS
AND LOW ATTITUDE FACTORS

At,titurle Seouences

Table.VI includes the percentage of each first-

level factor which'appeared in the 142 high attitude

50

!rtrWrifrt%1en P"7: ..1[TrIt.... nr7 ,. fr-r. Tr,P4mr.t 0 -- -- , --- :vi
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TABLE-II

PERCENTAGE OF EACH FIRST-LEVEL FACTOR APPEARING
IN HIGH ATTITUDE SEQUENCES FOR THE TOTAL GROUP

High Attitude: Ssouences

4

Factor NS=142*

1 Achievement 30

2. Racognition 28

3. Work itself 11 .

4. Responsibility 7

5. Advancemant' 0

6. Salary 2

7. Possibility of Growth 6

8. Interpersonal relations
(subordinates)

9. Interpers?nal
(superiors,)

. 10. Interpersonal relations
(peers)

11. Supervision technical

3

1

1

12. School policy and
administration 2

13. Working conditions 2

14. Personal life 0

15. Status 0

16. Security 0

,111111111111111

*NS in this table and in subsequent tables refers to
number Of sequences.

Percentages in this table and in subsequent tables are
approximate but do not vary more than .0075.

.te,,,,,,,7 ,7,,,,.1%,:

i
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sequences for the total sample:. Sixty-nine per cent of

the sequences which accounted for high job attitudes in-

cluded the first-level factors- l achievemnt, recognition,

and work 'itself. .ResponsAbilitY appeared in seven per

cent of the high attitude sequences. Advancement did not

appear in the 142 high attitude stories.

First-level factors six through sixteen appeared
S.

in twenty-four per cent of the high attiteede sequences.

The major Contributors to the trenty-four per oent were

possibility of growth (6%), andlnterpersonel relations with

subordinates (7%). Personal life, status, end security did

not appear in high attitude sequences.

.Percentages of second-level factors which appeared

in high attitude sequences are prdsented in Table VII.

Achievement, which appeared in fifty per cent of the se-

quences, was the dominant second-level faCtor for the

highs. Recognition appeared in twenty-one per cent of the

sequences involvAng high job feelings.. The remaining fac-

tors appeared in twenty-nine per cent of the high attitude

sequences. The major contributors to the twenty-nine per

cent were work itself (6%) and possible growth (6%). The

second-level factors advancement, status, salary, and fair-

ness did not appear in high attitude sequences.

'The 142 high attitude sequences for the total

sample were dominated by the appearance of three first-
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TABLE VII

PERCENTAGE OF EACH SECOND-LEVEL FACTOR APPEARING
IN HIGH ATTITUDE SEQUENCES FOR THE' TOTAL GROUP

High. Attitude Secluences
11.1MrafAOun ...s..V.K.4.J...lontefaMMIL.WININM040

Factor NS=142
10111.Z.Ilin-Al...tpisalliminillon11101141=11111011110111111111M1

Recognition 21

2. Achievement 50

3. Work itself 6

4. Possible grath 6

5. Admancement 0

6. ResDonsibiliti 4

7e Grouo.feelin!J 3 .

8. Status' 0

9. Security 5

10. Fairness-unfairness

11. Pride, guilt, inaderiUacy 5

12. Salary 0

AlawlMINIIIIIM11.11110110.111111121111110....M1111111111M,

....orrrro7re.r..71,Va,tvrory...0..r r.YrOnerTV,
. '
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level factors, achievement, recognition, and work itself.

The analysisoof second-16'ml factors rvvealed two dominant

actors achievement and recognition.

Low Attitude' Seauences

The percentage of each first -level factor which

appeared in the-142: Imr attitude sequences for the total

group is reported. in Table VIII. Interpersonal relations

(subordinates),. interpersonal relations (peers), super-

vision technical and policy andadministration ap-

peared in fifty-eight per cent of the low attitude sequences.

Achievement, recognition, work itself, responsibility and

advancement accounted for twenty-one per cent of the in-

cidence of factors which appeared in the lows. Status did

not appear in low attitude seouences.

Table IX presents the percentages of each second-

level factor which appeared in low attitude sequences for

the total group. Feelings of unfairness, with thirty-two

per cent, was the dominant factor. Feelings of guilt and

inadequacy, security, and work itself appeared in thirty-

one per cent of the low sevences. Recognition with seven

Pei cent and lack of achievement with thirteen per cent

were other contributors to low job feelings. The remain-

'ing six factors appeared in fifteen per cent of the low

sequences. The factor advancement did not appear in the

lows.
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TABLE VIII

PERCENTAGE OP EACH FIRST. -LEVEL FACTOR APPEARING INLOW ATTITUDE SEQUENCES FOR THE TOTAL GROUP

Low Attitude Se uencesA a .V...Ant
Factor

NS-1421 NI in 0 1 I I I I 1 0 M. I IR

1. Achievement
9

2. Recognition 2

3. Work itself 8

4. Responsibility 16.

5. Advancement 1

6. Salary
3

7. Possibility of growth 2

8. Inter personal relations
(subLdinates) 20

9. Interpersonal relations
(superiors) 4

10, Interpersonal relations
(peers)

15

11. Supervision technical 10

12. School policy and
administration 13

13. 'Working conditions 6

14* Personal life
5

15. Status
0

16. Security
1
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TABLE IX

PERCENTAGE OF EACH SECOND-LEVEL FACTOR APPEARING INLOW ATTITUDE SEQUENCES Fon THE TOTAL GROUP

Lou Attitude Seauences
Factor 117:=17U..

1. Recognition

2. Achievement

3. Work itself

4. Possible growth

5. Advancement

6. Responsibility

7. Group feelings

8. Status

9. Security

10. Fairness-unfairness

110 Pride, guilt, inadequacy

12. Salary

7

13

9

3

0

2

3

5

11

32

11

2
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The dominant first-level factors which appeared in

the 142 low attitude sequences for the total group were

interpersonal relations (subordinates), interpersonal re-

lations (peers), supervision technical, and school policy

and administration. The dominant second-level factors were

feelings. of unfairness, lack of achievement, security, and

feelings of guilt-inadeauacy.

High, Attitude Sentences Contrasted With Low Attitude
Sequences

Table X includes the percentages and values of

chi-squared for the frequency with which first-level fac-

tors appeared in high attitude sequences and low attitude

sequences for the total group.

The first-level factors which appeared more often

in high attitude sequences were achievement*, recognition*,

work itself, responsibility*, and possibility of growth.

The first-level factors which appeared more often in low

attitude sequences were advancement, salary, interpersonal

relations (subordinates)*, interpersonal relations (sup-

eriors), interpersonal relations (peers)*, supervision tech-

nical*, school policy and administration*, working con-

ditions, personal life*, and security.

The percentages and values of chi-squared for the

frequency with which second-level factors appeared in

*Difference between Highs and Lows is significant.
Minimum P=.05.
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TABLE X

PERCENTAGES AND VALUES OF CHI SQUARED FOR THE FREQUENCYWITH WHICH EACH FIRST-LEVEL FACTOR APPEARED IN HIGHATTITUDE SEQUENnES AS CONTRASTED WITH LOW ATTITUDESEQUENCES FOR THE TOTAL GROUP

Factor.
High Low Chi Squared P
NS=142 NS=1421. Achievement 30* 9 10.500 .012. Recognition 28* 2 30.139 .0013. Work itself

11 8 .346Responsibility
7* 1 5.818 .055. Advancement 0 16. Salary
2 37. Possibility of growth 6 2 1.4548. Interpersonal relations

(subordinates) 7 20* 7.605 .019. Interpersonal relations
(superior)

3 4 .90010. Interpersonal relations
(peers)

1 15* 14.086 .00111. Supervision technical 1 10* 8.470 .0112. School policy and
administration 2 13* 10.227 .012 6 2.0831 Personal life 0 5* 5.142 .05

2.
Working conditions

15. Status
O. 016. Security
0 1

*Difference between Highs and Lows is significant.Chi Squared value required for significance atthe .05 levelis 3.841.
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high attitude and low attitude sequences are reported in

Table XI.

The second-level factors which appeared more often

in high attitude sequences were recognition*, achievement*,

and possible growth. The second-level factors which ap-
.011.11,

peared more often in low attitude sequences were, work it-

self, status, security, feelings of unfairness*, feelings

of guilt and inadequacy, and salary.

Unusual Sequences Contrasted With Recent Sequences

Table XII presents the percentage of each signifi-

cant first-level and second-level factor which appeared

in unusual high and low attitude sequences as compared with

recent high and low attitude sequences.

In general, differences between the appearance of

factors in unusual as compared with recent attitude se-

quences were small. The major exception to this tendency

was for the second level factor "fairness-unfairness."

This factor appeared in twenty per cent of the unusual

low attitude sequences and in twelve per cent of the rec-

cent low attitude sequences.

Summarz

The results presented in the first section demon-

strate that many of the factors which accounted for high

*Difference tttween Highs and Lows is significant.
Minimum P =.05.
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TABLE XI

PERCENTAGES AND VALUES OF CHI SQUARED FOR THE FREQUENCY
WITH WHICH EACH SECOND-LEVEL FACTOR APPEARED IN HIGH
ATTITUDE SEQUENCES AS CONTRASTED WITH LOW ATTITUDE

SEQUENCES FOR THE TOTAL GROUP

Factor High Low Chi Squared P
NS=142 1713=142

1. Recognition 21 *: 7 9.025 .01

2. Achievement 50*. :,13 26.677 .001

3. Work itself 6 .' 9 .190

4. Advancement 0 0

5. Responsibility 4 4

6. Group feelings 3 3

7. Possible growth 6 3 1.230

8. Status 0 5* 5.1428 .05

9. Security 5 11 . 1.565

10. Fairness-unfairness 0 32* 43.022 .001

11. Pride, guilt, inadequacy 5 11 2.782

12. Salary 0 2

*Difference between Highs and Lows is significant.
Chi Squared valtle required for significant at the .05 level
is 3.8411.
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job feelings of teachers and many of the factors which

accounted for low job feelings of teachers were mutually

exclusive.

The hypothesis relating to the no difference in

the proportion of times teachers report a given factor

as a satisfier and the same factor as a dissatisfier was

rejected for eight of the sixteen first-level factors and

for three of the twelve second-level factors.

The first-level factors which appeared significantly

as highs (as contrasted with lows) were recognition, achieve-

ment, and .responsibility. The first-level factors which ap-

peared significantly, as lows (as contrasted with highs)

were interpersonal relations (subordinates), interpersonal

i'elations (peers), supervision technical, school policy and

administration, and personal life.

Achievement and recognition were the second-level

factors which appeared significantly as highs. Feelings

of unfairness was the only second-level factor which ap-

peared signlficantly as a low.
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SUB GROUP DIFFERENCES FOR EACH FACTOR

Male.Teachers Contrasted With Female Teachers

The percentages and values of chi-squared for the

frequency with which first-level factors appeared in high

attitude sequences for male respondents as compared with

female respondents are presented in Table XIII. Three

prominent differences in responses were noted in the high

attitude sequences. Achievement and work itself appeared

more often in female respondent high attitude stories. .Re-

cognition appeared more often in male respondent high at-

tltude stories.

The differences between male and female responses

for second-level factors which appeared in high attitude

sequences are included in Table XIV. Males responded more
often to responsibility and feelings of pride as sources
of high job feelings. Females responded more often to
work itself and achievement. None of the differences re-
ported in Table XIII and Table XIV was significant.

Differences in responses of male teachers and

female teachers for.low attitude sequences are included

in Table XV and Table XVI; The largest male-female re-

sponse differences for first-level factors which appeared
in low attitude seauences were personal life, interpersonal

relations with peers, work itself, and supervision techni-
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TABLE XIII

PERCENTAGES AND VALUES OF CHI SQUARED FOR THE FREQUENCYWITH WHICH EACH FIRST-LEVEL FACTOR APPEARED IN HIGH
ATTITUDE SEQUENCES FOR MALES AS CONTRASTED WITH FEMALES

HIGH ATTITUDE SEQUENCES NS=142
Factor Males Females Chi Squared P

NS=6-0 NS=82

1. Achievement 10 20 1.94222. Recognition . 15 13 55493. Work itself 2 9 2.08614. Responsibility 4 3 .81525. Advancement 0 0
6. Salary 1 1
7. 'Possibility of growth 3 38. Interpersonal relations

(subordinates) 3 4 .06199. Interpersonal relations
(superiors) 0 3 1.379210. -Interpersonal relations
(peers) 1

IT
1
,g

NIMENIIM

11. Supervision technical 1 0
12: School policy and

Administration 1 1
13. Working conditions 1 1
14. Personal life 0 015. Status 0 0
16. Security 0 0
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TABLE XIV

PERCENTAGES AND VALUES OF CHI SQUARED FOR THE
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH EACH SECOND-LEVEL FACTOR
APPEARED IN HIGH ATTITUDE SEQUENCES FOR MALES

AS CONTRASTED WITH FEMALES

High Attitude Sequences NS=142

Factor Males Female Chi Squared P.

NS = 60 NS = 82

1. Recognition 8 13 .0031

2. Achievement 20 30 .0048

3. Work itself 1 5 .6909,

4., --Advancement 0 0

5. Respnnsibility 3 1 .7430

6. Grp feelings 1 2 .2634

7. Possible growth 3 3 .0005

8. Status 0 0

9. Security 2 3 .0021

10. Fairness-unfairness 0 0

11. Pride, guilt, inadequacy 4 1 1.5793

12. Salary 0 0

.
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TABLE XV

PERCENTAGES AND VALUES OF CHI SQUARED FOR THE FREQUENCY
WITH WHICH EACH FIRST-LEVEL FACTOR APPEARED IN LOW ATTITUDE

SEQUENCES FOR MALES AS CONTRASTED WITH FEMALES

Low Attitude Sequences NS =1k2

Fac or Male Female Chi Squared P
NS=60 NS=82

1. Achievement 4 5 .09702. Recognition 1 1
3. Work itself 2

Responsibility 1
6 .4155
0 .03215. Advancement 1 0 .03216. Salary 2 1 .76007. Possibility of growth 1 1

8. Interpersonal relations
(subordinates) 9 11 .00029. Interpersonal relations
(superiors) 2 2

10. Interpersonal relations
(peers) 4 11 .982511. Supervision technical 3 7 .134212. School policy and
adiinistration 6 7 .105314: Working conditions 3

4Personal life 1 .089115. Status 0 0
16. Security 1 0 -:. .0321

Prr,Torrorrran-nr,r7r.r...n.7.4 ,Tre,crm....17,..renorer,,,nrer "77 >reftrosfrrr.
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TABLE XVI

PERCENTAGES AND-VALUES OF CHI .SQUARED FOR THE FREQUENCYWITH WHICH EACH SECOND-LEVEL FACTOR APPEARED IN LOW ATTITUDESEQUENCES FOR MALES AS CONTRASTED WITH FEMAiES

Low Attitude Sequences NS=142

Factor Male Female Chi Squared P

UST-60---17T-Lr- 2
1. recognition 4 3 .8152

2. Achievement 7 6 .6513

3. Work itself 2 7( .7486

4. Advancement 0 0

5, Responsibility 1 3 .2634

6. Group feelings 1 2 .0029

7. Possible growth 2 1 .7600

8. Status 1 4 .0891

9. Secutity
3 8 .8196

10. Fairness-unfairness 13 19 .0002

11. Pride, guilt, inadequacy 5 6 ..0023

12. Salary' 2 6 .9500

111110..1=1111111111111L
NIIMOMIIIMMINONWM111..11.1101.11101..
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cal (citedmore often by women teachers).

For second7level factors which appeared in low
attitude sequences minor differences are noted for work

itself (cited more often by women) and salary (cited more
often by men).

Tenure Teachers Contrasted With Non Tenure Teachers

Table XVII and Table XVIII include the first-level
and second-level factors which appeared in high attitude
sequences for tenure teachers as compared with non tenure
teachers. Large idfferences were noted for interpersonal
relation (subordinates) and achievement. These factors
were reported as sources of high job feelings more often
by non tenure teachers. Tenure teachers cited responsibility
and possible growth more often than non tenure teachers.

Second-level factors recognition, responsibility
and pride appeared in a larger percentage of tenure high
attitude sequences. PoSsible gtowth, and security were
cited more frequently as sources of high job feelings for
non tenure teachers,. None of the findings reported in
Table XVII and Table XVIII was significant.

Differences in responses of tenure teachers and
. non tenure teachers for low attitude, seqUences are included
in Table XIX and Table XX. The fitst-level factor inter-
personal relations (superiors) appeared more frequently as
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TABLE XVII

PERCENTAGES AND VALUES OF CHI SQUARED FOR THE FREQUENCYWITH WHICH EACH FITIST-LEVEL FACTOR APPEARED IN HIGH ATTITUDESEQUENCES FOR THE TENURE GROUP AS CONTRASTED WITH THE NON .

TENURE GROUP

High Attitude Sequences NS=142

Factor Tenure Won Tenure Chi Squared P
NS=74 NS=68

. . .

1. Achievement 13 17 .92902. Recognition 15 13 .05003. Work itself 6 5 .02834. Responsibility 5 2 .68985. Advancement 0 0
6. Salary 2 0
7. Possibility of growth 4 2 .91318. Interpersonal relations

(subordinates) 2 5 1.21639. Interpersonal relations
(superiors)

10. Interpersonal relations
..-- (peers)
li; Supervision technical
12. School policy and

administration
13. Working conditions
14. Personal life
1!:i. Status
16. Security

l li

0 1
1 0

1 1
1 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
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TABLE XVIII

PERCENTAGES AND VALUES OF CHI SQUARED FOR THE FREQUENCY
WITH WHICH EACH SECOND-LEVEL FACTOR APPEARED IN HIGH ATTITUDE
SEQUENCES FOR THE TENURE GPOUP AS CONTRASTED WITH THE NON

TENURE GROUP

High Attitude Sequences Nsm142

Factor Tenure Non Tenure Chi Squared P

NS=74 NS=6

1. Recognition 13 8 .5201

2. Achievement 25 25

3. Work itself 3 3"-

4. Advancement 0 0

5. Responsibility 3 1 1.2866

6. Group feelings 1 2 .0091

7. Possible growth 2 4 .6513

8. Status 0 0

9. Security 1 4 3.6716

10. Fairness-unfairness 0 0

11. Pride, guilt, inadequacy 4 1 2.0133

12. Salary '0 0
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, TABLE XIX

PERCENTA%wAS.AND VALUES OF CHI SQUARED FOR THE FREQUENCYWITH WHICH. EACH FIRST-LEVEL FACTOR APPEARED IN LOW ATTITUDESEQUENCES FOR THE TENURE GROUP AS CONTRASTED WITH THE NON
TENURE GROUP

Low Attitude Sequences NS=142

Factor Tenure Non Tenure Chi Squared P

1. Achievement
2. Recognition
3. Work itself
4. Responsibility
5. Advancement
6. Salary
7. Possibility of growth
8. Interpersonal relations

(subordinates)
9. Interpersonal relations

(superiors)
10. Interpersonal relations

(peers)
11. Supervision technical
12. School policy and

administration
13. Working conditions
14. Personal life
15. Status
16. Security

NS=74

4 5
1 1
6 2
1 0
1 0
2 1
2 0

8 12

4* 0

4 11*
5 5

8 5
3 3
3 2
0 0
0 1

.0244

1.1840
.0102
.0102
.1754

1.1843

1.5174

3.8427

6.1061

5776

.05

.05

*Difference between Tenure and Non Tenure Groups issignificant. Minimum value of chi squared for significanceat the .05 level is 3.841.
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0 TABLE XX

PERCENTAGES AND VALUES OF CHI.SQUARED FOR THE FREQUENCY
WITH WHICH EACH SECOND-LEVEL FACTOR-APPEARED IN LOW ATTITUDE.
SEQUENCES FOR THE TENURE GROUP AS CONTRASTED WITH THE NON

TENURE GROUP

Low Attitude Sequences NS=142

Factor Tenure Non Tenure Chi Squared P1111111.1"
NS=74 NS=68

1. Recognition 4 3 .0346

2. Achievement 6 7 .0364

3. Work itself 0
.

3 .5417

4. Advancement 0 0

5. Responsibility 2 2

6. Group feelings 3 0 2.0359

C) 7. Possible growth 3 0 2,0359

8. Status 4 1 2.0133

9. Security 2 9* 5.2560 .05

10. Fairness-unfairness 18 14 .1165

11. Pride, guilt, inadequacy 3 .8 2.1376

12. Salary 1 1 .0102

*Difference between Tenure and Non Tenure Groups is
significant. Minimum value of chi squared for significance
at the .05 level is 3.841.
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a source of low job feelings for tenure teachers. This

finding was significant. Interpersonal relations (peers)

appeared more frequently as a source of low job feelings

for non tenure teachers. This finding was significant.

Non significant, but large, first-level factor differences

appeared for work itself and possible growth (tenure

teachers), and interpersonal relations with subordinates

(non tenure teachers).

For second-level factors appearing in low attitude

sequences, security appeared more often as a source of

low job feelings for non tenure teachers. This finding

was signifIloant. Non signficant, but large, differences

occurred for lacl: of possible growth, status and group

feelings. Tenure teachers tended to report them as sources

of low job feelings more often than non tenure teachers.

Elementary School Teachers Contrasted with Secondary School
Teachers

. The first -level factors which appeared in high .

attitude sequences for elementary and secondary school

teachers are included in Table XXI and Table XXII.

mentary school teachers responded to work itself as a

source of high job feelings more' often than secondary

school teachers. Other elementary-secondary school teacher

response differences were small.
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TABLE XXI

PERCENTAGES AND VALUES OF CHI SQUARED FOR THE FREQUENCYWITH WHICH EACH FIRST-LEVEL FACTOR APPEARED IN HIGHATTITUDE SEQUENCES FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS AS CON-
TRASTED WITH SECONDARY TEACHERS

High Attitude Sequences NS-=142

Factor Elementary Secondary Chi Squared P
NS=74 NS=68

1. Achievement 17 13 .29512. Recognition 13 15 .3651'. Work itself
7 4 .65714. Responsibility 3i 315. Advancement 0 06. Salary 1 17. Possibility of growth 2 4 .29338. Interpersonal relations

(subordinates) 31 3i9. Interpersonal relations
(superiors) 11. 1-71.

10. Interpersonal relations
(peers) 1 '- 011. Supervision technical 0 112. School policy and
administration I 113. Working conditions 1 114. 'Personal life 0 015. Status

0. 0
16., Security 0 0

Minumum value of Chi Squared for significance at the .05level is 3.841.
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TABLE XXII

PERCENTAGES AND VALUES OF CHI SQUARED FOR THE FREQUENCY
WITH WHICH EACH SECOND-LEVEL FACTOR APPEARED IN HIGH
ATTITUDE SEQUENCES FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS AS CON-

TRASTED WITH SECONDARY TEACHERS

High Attitude Sequences NS=142

Factor Elementary Secondary Chi Squared P

NS =7k NS=6B

1. Recognition 10i 10'

2. Achievement 27 23 .0047

3. Work itself 4 2 .2355

4. Advancement 0 0

5. Responsibility 1 3 .3257

6. Group feelings 1 2

7. Possible growth 4 2

8. Status 0 0

9. Secuirty 4 1 8026

'10. Fairness-unfairness 0 0

11. Pride, guiltnadequacy 1 4 .8782

12. Salary 0 0

Minimum value of Chi Squared for significance at the
.05 level is 3.841.
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Second-level factors work itself, achievement,
Possible growth and security appeared in a larger pro-
portion of high attitude seauences for elementary school
teachers. Secondary school teachers tended to respond
more frequently to responsibility and pride as sources
of high job feelings. None of the differences ""reported
in Table XXI and in Table XXII was significant.

Table XXIII and Table XXIV present the percentage
of each first-level and second-level factor which appeared'
in low attitude sequences for elementary and secondary
school teachers. The first-level factors interpersonal
relations (subordinates) and school policy and administra-
tion did appear as more potent sources of low job feelings
for secondary school teachers. Interpersonal relations
(Pears) and supervision technical appeared more frequently
in low attitude seauences for elementary school teachers.

Responsibility, status and guilt and inadequacy
were second-level factors which appeared more frequently
as sources of low job feelings for elementary school
teachers. Secondary school teachers responded more fre-
cfuently to security and unfairness as sources of low job
attitudes. None of the findings reported in Table XXIII
and in Table XXIV was significant.
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TABLE XXIII

PERCENTAGES AND VALUES OF CHI SQUARED FOR THE FREQUENCY
WITH WHICH .EACH FIRST-LEVEL FACTOR APPEARED IN LOU
ATTITUDE SEQUENCES FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS AS CON-

TRASTED WITH SECONDARY TEACHERS

Lou' Attitude Sequences NE'=142

Factor Elementary Secondary Chi Squared P

1. Achievement 4 5' .0549
2. Recognition 1 1
3.. Work itself 4 4
4. Responsibility 1 0
5. Advancement 0 1
6. Salary 1 1;2
7. Possibility of growth 1 1
8. Interpersonal relations

(subordinates) 9 11 .9069
9. Interpersonal relations

(superiors) 1 3 .325710. Interpersonal relations
(peers) 11 4 2.2c62

11. Supervision technical 7 3 .6571
12. School policy and

administration 8 ..5815
13. _Working conditions 2. .2355
14. Personal life 3 2
15. Status 0 0
16. Secuirty 1 0

Minimum value of chi squared for significance at the
..05 level is 3.841.

0
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TABLE XXIV

PERCENTAGES AND VALUES OF CHI SQUARED Fn THE FB(EQUENCY
WITH WHICH EACH SECOND-LEVEL FACTOR APPEARED IN LOW
ATTITUDE SEQUENCES FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS AS CON-

TRASTED WITH SECONDARY TEACHERS

Low Attitude Sequences NS=142

Factor Elementary Secondary Chi Squared P

t
1. Recognition 3 4 .2778

2. Achievement 6 7 .0821

3. Work itself 5 4

4. Advancement 0 0

5. Responsibility 3 .1 .5790

6. Group feelings 2 1

7. Possible growth
., 2 1

8. Status 4 1 .3562

9. Security. 4 7 ..6153

10. Fairness-unfairness 15 17 .6242

11. Pride, guilt, inadeqUacy 7 4 .2623.

12, Salary 2 0

Minimum value of Chi Squared for significanCe at the
.05.level is 3.841.
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EMILLY:

The analysis of results presented in section two

strongly suggests that sub-groups of teachers tend not to

differ in their responses to sources of high and low job

feelings.

The hypothesis relating to no difference in res-

ponses of sub-groups of teachers for the proportion of

times each factor is reported as a satisfier and the pro-

portion of times each factor is reported as a dissatisfier

was accepted with few exceptions. Significant differences

were found in only three of 168 possibilities.

Men teachers tended not to respond differently than

women teachers to sources of high and low job attitudes.

No significant exception to this tendency was found.

Tenure teachers and non tenure teachers tended not

to differ in their responses to sources of high and low job

feelings. Three significant exceptions to this tendency
were found:

1. The first-level factor interpersonal relations
(superiors) appeared as a source of low jobfeelings for tenure teadlers in four per centof the one hundred forty-two low attitude se-quences. This factor did not appear as a sourceof low job feelings for non tenure teachers

2. Eleven per cent of the low attitude sequencesinvolved non tenure teachers citing the first-level factor interpersonal relations (peer)
as a source of low job attitudes. This was
in contrast to four per cent for tenure teachers.
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3. Security, a second-level factor, appeared in
eleven per cent of the low attitude sequences.
Nine of the eleven per cent were cited by non
tenure teachers.

Elementary school teachers and secondary school

teachers tended not to differ in theJ,r.responses to sources

of high job attitudes and low job attitudes. No siznifi-

cant exception to this tendency was found.

ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS

The analysis of effects was seriously limited by

the apparent immunity, expressed by respondents, to penetra-

tion of feelings. With the exception of positive performance

effects, teachers tende'd to respond infrequently to effects

of job attitudes. This opaqueness on the part of teachers

was manifested by the frequent remark, "I don't let my

feelings about my job affect me personally or my work."

Because of the apparent lack of success in this effort,

no tests of significance were performed in the effects

analysis.

Each of the effects categories--performance, men-

tal health, turnover, interpersonal relationships, and

attitudinaldiscussed below include the frequency of

teachers that did not mention the category and the fre-

quency and type of positive and negative effects reported

by teachers.
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PoTformance Effects

Performance effects were not mentioned in 42 of

the 284 seauenues, No change in performance was reported

in sixteen of the high sequences and in forty of the low

sequences. The incidence of positive performance effects

as a result of high job feelings was one hundred fifteen.

The incidence of negative performance effects as a result

of low job feelings was fifty-nine. Twelve respondents

reported improved performance as a result of low job

feelings. (Table XXV)

TABLE )0i.V

PERFORMANCE EFFECTS

High Low
wortemalwommax.

Not mentioned 11
No change 16

r;
Positive NegativeFreauency

of
Response

1 15 59

*Positive effects were reported on twelve occasionsin low sequences.

Turnover Effects

Thought of quitting as a result of low job feelings

appeared in 27 of the 142 low attitude sequences. Four

teachers actually quit their jobs. Five respondents re-

Ported that as a result of high feelings they would not
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quit nail. Turnover effects were not mentioned in.244 of

the 284 sequences. (Table XXVI)

TABLE XXVI

TURNOVER EFFECTS

High Lou
2111S.1

Not mentioned 135 00

Frequency of

Response WoulA not Quit Thought o'f
quit nou quitting

5 4 27

Mental Health Effects

Increased tension was reported in 45 of the l4.2

lou attitude sequences. Psychological improvement as a

result of high job feelings uas reported in 44 of the 142

high attitude sequences. Improvement in tension symptoms

a-opeared once in 'au attitude sequences. One hundred and

seventy-four sequences did not contain mental health ef-

fects. (Table XXVII)

U

r 7.=.fir7..
- -

5 .
PW'.
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TABLE XXVII

MENTAL HEALTH EFFECTS,. .0111111111v ..INIOWIIINNSII/11.A../.0.4111.011111110m.

Hi ;h Low

Not mentioned o8

1111=011.6111141.1.11.10.11104.4.....I.1111.101...

76

Improvement Psychosomatic Tension

Frequency of Response 44 0
55

11111=112M I a411...11.101111011111011111010.
lbor 1116.

*Improvement in tension symptoms appeared once in
lot' attitude sequences.

Interpersonal Relationships Effects

One hund-2ed seventy sequences did not contain inter-

personal relationships effects. Positive effects (Ts a re-

sult of high job feelinss appeared on fifty-seven occasions.

The incidence of negative effects as a result of low job

feelinss was fifty-thres. Four respondents reported posi-

tive effects as e. result of low job attitudes. (Table

XXVIII)

TABLE XXVIII

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIP EFFECTS

High
/1=M11.1.111141111..../1111.1.M.1111111.11.~4111116.

Not mentioned

Frequency of Response

Low

go

Positive

53

81

Luz:Um

57

11.0.011

*Four lour attitude seouences contained positive
effects.
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Attitudinal Effects

Attitudinal effects were not reported in 115 se-

quences. The incidence of DoLative effects toward the

supervisor was nine; toward the school, fifty-nine; and

toward the profession, twenty-seven. The incidence of nega-

tive effects toward the supervisor was twenty-four, toward

the school was twenty-three, and toward the profession was

seven. Seventeen Iv:: attitude sequences contained re-

ports of positive effects. (Table XXIX)

ao....11.........114..711111111111IMINI.1011.11111.1=0,11.111110111.1111

Not mentioned

TABLE XXIX

ATTITUDINAL EFFECTS

High Low
=0.1.111111..1..........111

71

Positive i4q014tATP_....,...
Supervisor

9 24School
59 23

Profession 27 7

*Seventeen low attitude sequences contained positive
effects.

Summary

Performance effects were most frequently cited as

being vulnerable to job feelings. One hundred fifteen of

the 142 high attitude seauences resulted in improved per-

formance. Fifty-nine of the low attitude sequences con-

tained reports of negative performance.
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Although turnover effects were infrequently reported

in the 284 sequences, 19 per cent of the low attitude se-

quences contained thought of quitting as an effect. About

three per cent of the teachers actually quit their jobs.

Tension appeared as the dominant mental health

effect of job feelings. Tension symptoms improved in

thirty per cent of the high .ttitude sequences and increased

in thirty-eight per cent of the low attitude sequences.

There was little.difference in the appearance of

effects on interpersonal relationships between high atti-

tude and low attitude sequences. Effebts on interpersonal

relationships exosared in fifty-three high attitude se-

quences and in fifty-seven low attitude sequences.

The number of attitudinal effects was greater in

high sequences than in low seauences. The only exception

was in attitudinal effects toward the supervisor. This

category appeared in seventeen per cent of the low sequences
.

and in six per cent of the high sequences.

r



CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Frederick Herzberg, 1 as a result of an intensive

review of job satisfaction research in industry, observed

that studies dealing with job satisfaction revealed fac-

tors which were different from studies dealing wIth job

dissatisfaction. This observation led to a study which

specifically investigated the mutual exclusiveness of

satisfaction and dissatisfaction factors.

Herzberg2 found that achievement, work itself,

recognition, responsibility, and advancement were factors

which primarily led to job satisfaction for the account-

ants and engineers in his sample. These were the factors

which accounted for high job feelings reported by his

respondents. Interpersonal relations (superiors), super-
,

vision technical, company policy and administration.and

working conditions were factors Which primarily accounted

for low job attitudes. These were the factors which

appeared predominantly in low attitude sequences.

1Frederick'Herzbers, Job Attitudes: Re-
View of Research and Opinion: (Pittebtitg: Psychological
Seice of Pittsburg:71757T

2
Frederick Herzberg, et. al., The Motivation to

Work. (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 173777-----

86
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The remaining factor's, salary, possibility of

growth, interpersonal relations (subordinates), inter-

personal relations (peers), personal life and job security

were primarily bi-polar in nature. These factors did not

appear predominantly in accountant-engineer high or low

job attitude sequendes.

Herzberg concluded that not all job factors con-

tribute to satisfaction if met and to dissatisfaction if

not met. Indeed, he found that many of the factors were

mutually exclusive, some contributing to satisfaction if

present but not to dissatisfaction not present, and

others contributingcontributing to dissatisfaction but not satis-

faction.

This study tested the Herzberg hypothesis with

teachers. The findings showed that some factors, reported

by teachers as contributing to their job satisfaction and

job dissatisfaction, were polar in a positive direction

and other factors were polar in a negative direction.

The polarity of factors was generally consistent with the

findings of Herzberg in that satisfaction factors were

related to the work itself and dissatisfaction factors

were related to the environment of work.

Chapter V is divided into three sections. The

first two sections discuss the findings relating to the
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hypotheses tested in the study. The analysis of the effects

is found in section three.

THE POLARITY OF FACTORS

The results of this study tndicated that achieve-

inent, recognition, and responsibility were factors which

contributed predominantly to teacher job satisfaction.

Interpersonal relations (subordinates), interpersonal

relations (peers), supervision technical, school policy

and administration, personal life, and fairness-unfairness

were factors which contributed predominantly to teacher

job dissatisfaction. The remaining factors appeared to

be bi-polar, possessing the potential to contribute to

both satisfaction and dissatisfaction (many of the factors

did not appear with sufficient frequency to adequately

test for polarity)..

The Satisfaction Factors

The three dominant factors which appeared in high

attitude sequences were achievement, recognition and res-

ponsibility. Achievement and recognition appeared as first-

level factors in fifty-eight per cent of the 142 high atti-

tude sequences. This is compared with their appearance

in only eleven per cent of the low attitude sequences.
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Responsibility appeared in seven per cent of the high

attitude sequences as opposed to one per cent of the low

sequences.

Aclievement appeared as a second-level factor in

one out of two high attitude sequences. Recognition ap-

peared three times as often in high sequences than in

low sequences.

Sources of recognition for teachers varied.

Teachers talked about feedback from principals, supervisors,

parents, students, and fellow teachers. Recognition took

(Th the form of letters, oral statements, gifts, incentives,

and committee appointments.

The need for recognition, the overt bolstering of

self-esteem, appears to be important to teachers. The

absence of recognition tends not to affect low job atti-

tudes of teachers.

The dominant need, expressed by teachers as being

most important in contributing to their job satisfaction,

was achievement. The finding that much of the reward for

teaching comes from a feeling of personal success was not

surprising. The nearly complete domination of the high

sequences by the factor achievement, however, was most

interesting.
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One interpretation of this finding is that teachers

in the study sample appear to possess a need for high

achievement. Accepting this interpretation for the moment,

we might indeed compare teachers with behavior that appears

to be related to "n" achievement. McClelland3 has clearly

'linked "hi' achievement with entrepreneurial role behavior.*

He argues that individuals who display entrepreneurial

role behavior have high "n" achievement. 4

Entrepreneurial role behavior, as proposed by

McClelland, is characterized as follows:

1. Moderate rise- taking as a function of skill,
not chance; decisiveness

2. Energetic and/or novel instrumental activity

3. Individual responsibility

4. Knowledge of results of decisions.
Money as a measure of results

MININUIR

5. Anticipation of future possibilities

6. organizational skills5

3David McClelland, The Achieving SocketE. (New
York: D. Van Nostrand Co., 1961).

*McClelland clearly distinguishes between incumbents
of entrepreneurial roles and role behavior. An incumbent
may not necessarily display entrepreneurial role behavior
or such behavior may be displayed by individuals not in an
entrepreneurial role.

4
Ibid., p. 247.
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The job of teaching does not appear to offer an

exact fit for the characteristics of entrepreneurial role

behavior. However, teaching does afford many opportunities

for such behavior.

Moderate risk-taking as a function of skill was

an ideal fit for some of the achievement-centered stories.

One high school teacher related a story involving a more

permissive approach to teaching. Her students, after

deciding on a problem to investigate, were given complete

freedom for one week to research, prepare, and present

the topic. Sutdents rero permitted to use the regular

class time in any way that they wished. The teacher issued'

carte blanche passes to students which permitted them to

meet in study rooms, visit the library, or to do whatever

they wished in lieu of attending regular classes. The

teacher placed herself completely in the role of consultant

to students and performed the role only at their request.

The teacher talked about considerable skepticism

on the part of students, fellow teachers and administrator's.

She even considered cancelling hex experiment° This thought

occurred to her when, upon touring the building during the

regular class hour, she found many of her students engaged

in group sessions which were not characterized by the

academic diligence she had expected* She considered her

experiment as a highlight of her teaching career.
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The incident related above does not compare with

a dramatic business decision involving thousands of dollars

or with a life and death decision faced by a surgeon. The

incident does suggest, however, that the tasks of teaching

may be broad enough to include elements of moderate risk-

taking as an example of entrepreneurial role behavior.

Teaching appear:, alo to offer many opportunities

for energetic or novel instrumental activity. The achieve-

ment stories gathered.in the study had as their theme

challenge, difficulty, originality, innovation, risk, and

success.

Sutton describes individUal responsibility as a

characteristic of entrepreneurial role behavior as follows:

Responsibility of this sort implies individualiim.
It is not tolerable unless it embraces both credit
for successes and blame for failures and leaves the
individual free to claim or accept the consequences,
whatever they may be.°

Teachers indeed do assume considerable individual

responsibility for their professional actions, but it is

doubtful if they can or are permitted to assume such de-

finitive responsibility.

The remaining characteristics of entrepreneurial

role behavior proposed by McClelland are even more diffi-

,wissMOIswe

6F. X. Sutton, "Achievement Norms and the Norms
of Entrepreneurs." Quoted in McClelland, 22. cit., p. 229.
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cult to. justify as being able to flourish within the

framework of teaching. Teachers, in general, are content

with rather vague indications of the long-range effects

of their professional decisions. Much of the work of.the

teacher (as it relates to other professionals) is done in

relative isolation, affording few, if any, opportunities

for the development and displaying of organizational skills.

It should be clear to the reader that, in this

discussion, a successful attempt to link high "n" achieve-

ment with the teaching profession has not been made. Al-
though there were some indications of entrepreneurial

r- role behavior in teacher achievement centered high attitude

stories, the case has not been established. The feasi-

bility of even remotely linking tn" achievement with teaching
is discounted by Zaleznik and Moment as follows:

Need achievement, (sigi is a global, rather thana specific CA conoept, (sic' implying a need to
succeed irresoective of particular means. Thus,
scientists, authors, and artists could be just asstrong in their needs to achieve as would the most
extreme case of the stereotype of the rising exe-cutive. The concept transcends particular occu-pations and professions, although there is nodoubt that particular cultures and groups wouldtend to channel the need into relatively limitedmeans. A person with high need achievement wouldnormally follow culturally prescribed roads tosuccess. It western cultures, this would tend to

.4.01,

L
P%"...........
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out such occupations as the ministry, education,
or social work for people who really want to be
"successful."7

The fact still remains, however, that achievement

did dominate the high attitude sequences gathered in this

study.

A more plausible explanation for the predominance

of the factor achievement excludes the possibility of

equating the achievement success of teachers with high "n"

achievement. Lortie argues that societal rewards (salary,

prestige, and power) are, in general, not perceived by

teachers as being in abundance. This, teachers tend to

focus on psychic gratification asa primary source of

rEward in their work. One of the major sources of psychic

gratification, according to Lortie, is the interaction that

the teacher has with individual students and classes where

the teacher perceives that something has happened. The

teacher senses or believes that, as a result of his acti-

vity, a change has taken place in the student or class.

Lortie cites the terms "I reached.them," "It went today,"

as being common expressions used by teachers to descirbe

7Abra1am Zaleznik and David Moment, The Dynamics
of Interpersonal Behavior. (New Yorkt John Wiley and Sons,
1964), p. 389.
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this phenomena.8

This psychic gratification, which is characterized

by a task-oriented interaction with some perceived mea-

surable result, was most typical of many of the success

stories related by teachers.

Further, teachers appear to have limited oppor-

tunities to receive tangible evidence of their success.

The pupil gain criterion, for example, affords' a vague

measure of teacher success. Teachers have little control

over intervening variables (students' abilities, matura-

tion rates, home environment, and previous educational

experiences) :which affect their pupils' ,performance. The

job of teacher tends also to involve fragmented goals and

objectives. As students progress through the school year,

they move through various steps of the finishing process.

At the end of the school year, students are moved to the

Pnext step for further pro,cess4ps,

then teachers do have an opportunity to experience

tangible success, their expressed elation is overwhelming.

8
Dan C. Lortie, "The Changing Role of Teachers as

a Result of Such Innovations as Television, Programmed
Instruction, and Team Teaching." Richard Lonsdale and
Carl Steinhoff (editors), The Administrative _Ana3._zais. of

atiSelected Educational Innovons. (Report of the First
Inter-University Conference for School Administrators),
Syracuse University, 1964.
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Such was the case with two music teachers who reported,

in high achievement centered stories, that they derived

tremendous personal satisfaction from successful music

programs offered to their respective communities.

Most of the teacher achievement centered stories,

however, involved less concrete evidence of actual success
and more sensing and feeling, on the part of the teacher,

that the student had been reached and presumably was

affected in some positive way.

Responsibility, although significantly found to be

a high, appeared in only seven per cent of the high atti-
tude sequences. This percentage is small when one con-

siders that teachers do assume a considerable amount of

responsibility. As the classroom door closes behind the

teacher, it implied that she assumes responsibility for
her own work. This responsibility is limited, however,

and falls within the framework of the rules and regulations

of the school, school district, and school board. Further
limits are imposed by the state legislature and our society
at large. Whatever responsibility a teacher assumes, in
terms of what to teach, falls within the framework of the

prescribed curriculum.
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There may be some questioe'as to whether'prtscrip-

tive responsibility, described above, can be equated with

individual responsibility as described by Sutton.9

Perhaps, even more interesting than the appearance

of achievement, recognition and responsibility as positive

polar fictors was the absence of advancement and work it-

self. These factors did appear as satisfiers in Herzberg's

study.10

The factor advancement was not mentioned by teach-

ers in high attitude stories. Teaching offers little

opportunity for concrete advancement (change in status or

position). and in -fact could. be considered as a terminal

position: Whatever potential the factor advancement has

as a satisfier appears to be lost for teachers under our

pre '; system. Capitalizing on this factor, as a poten-

tial source of satisfaction, implies providing overt op-

portunities for advancement within the ranks of teachers.*

9'Supra., p.. 92m 10Herzberg,.
The Motivation to Work.

*Schools frequently contain an informal promotionsystem for teachers. Advancement within the informal pro-motion system may include movement to another grade level,being assigned "quality" students, receiving equipment andfacility priorities, and moving to a better school withinthe district. This informal promotion system was not des-cribed in teacher high attitude sequences but did appearin low attitude sequences. Judges coded these low attitudesequences into the factor categories working conditions orschool policy and administration.
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Work itself appeared as a bi-polar factor in the

study. Although the factor appeared more frequently in

teacher high attitude stories, it also appeared as a

frequent source of low job feelings. It appears that the

job of teacher (although potentially able to provide un-

limited opportunity for creative and varied work) requires

considerable attention to maintenance type activity.

Routine or maintenance tasks range.from attendance and

scheduling details, daily health checks, study hall assign-

ments, and lunch duty to blowing noses and pouring young

scholars into snow suits. The work itself factor, al-

though found: to be rich in r tisfaction potential, was

frequently cited as a source of dissatisfaction for

teachers.

The Dissatisfaction Factors

The factors which appeared as dissatisfiers for
0

teachers, but tended not to contribute to job satisfaction,

had as their theme interpersonal relations with students,

parents, and fellow teachers, supervisory practices and

abuses, school policy and administration, low status and

factors in personal life. Being treated unfairly was per-

ceived by respondents as being the greatest source of dis-

satisfaction.
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Supervision technical and school policy and admin-

istration were factors which appeared in twenty!-three per

cent of the low attitude sequences and in three per cent

of the high attitude sequences. The stories containing

these factors focused on considerable disenchantment and

disillusionment with supervisory behavior (or lack of

behavior) of superiors and the impersonal and frequently

inconsistent sting of school policies and administrative

directives.

New teachers told about not receiving adequate

attention and'help unless -aething went wrong. One

teacher, who had confronted her principal for help, told

about being received with considerable reluctance on the

part of a busy principal who was preoccupied with more

important things. Another teacher related a story about

initial enthusiasm for a merit-salary plan which was

initiated by the faculty but within three years (according

to this teacher's perceptions) was twisted and distorted

by the administration to serve its own interests.

In commer+Ing about the behavior of principals

operating in the simulated Whitman School, Hemphill,

Griffiths, and FTederiksen conservatively noted:

Awareness of poor work occurred about twice as
often as recognizing good work, possibly because

&:ft .1.42.a.ahY

1
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more poor work than good work of subordinates vaspresented in in-baskets."

In further discussion the behavior of Whitman
School principals, the authors states'

Another set of unused categories is also ofinterest. The set includes Improves Working Con-ditions, Improves Staff, and Backs Up Staff. Theprincipals gave practically no indication of beinginterested or concerned. with the well being of theirteaching staffs. While this lack of concern may bean artifact of the simulation, the lack is so nearlycomplete that it does not seem as though this is theonly reason."

The behavior of Whitman School principals described
above appears to be consistent with the behavior of many
of the principals and supervisors described by teachers
in this study.

Interpersonal relations with parents and fellow
teachers was a factor which appeared in fifteen per cent
of the low attitude sequences and in only one per cent of
the high attitude sequences. Most of the stories, which
contained this factor, involved parents. Parents were
cited as jumping to unwarranted conclusions, attempting
to usurp the teachers authority, meddling in professional

I1J. Hemphill, D. Griffiths, and N. Frederiksen.Administrative Performance and Personality (New York:Bureau; of Publications, Teachers College, ColumbiaUniversity, 1962), p. 105.

I2Ibid, p. 346.

111.1.11.1.1,
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affairs, being unreasonable, and refusing to accept or

misinterpreting criticism directed toward their children.

The factor interpersonal relations (subordinates)

appeared in twenty per cent of the high and in seven

per cent of the lows. It seems appropriate to assume that,
since students are the very crux of a teacher's work, they
should account for many of the successes and good feelings
that teachers have. Indeed, this is so. The students

were the raw material for the achievement successes and
acts of recognition which teachels perceived as sources
of great satisfaction. Yet the personal relationship be-
tween students and teachers appeared as a troublesome

source of teacher job dissatisfaction.

Bidwell argues that the role structure of school

systems contains a basic dichotomy between teacher and
student roles. Since teachers enter their roles volun-
tarily, general acceptance of school values is assumed.
Students, on the other hand, are compelled to enter the
school system. Acceptance of the values of the school
cannot be assumed for students and may, in fact, be re-
jected by students.13

13Charles Bidwell, "The School as a Formal Organi-zation." John March (ed.), Handbook of Organizations,(Chicago: Rand McNally, 19637,77773.

"7"7""'"," = 14,, e, IrST;e7r, Pt".".71.77 t"t....,
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Bienenstok and Sayres, in studying job satisfaction

of junior high school teachers, list the following traits

of students as being cited by atout one-half of their

sample:

Junior high pupils are pictured as a group whose
immaturity requires special guidance, yet whose
members want to be treated as adults; who show re-
freshing spontaneity and buoyancy and who work hard
for teachers that they like, yet are not muc'
interested in subject maer, and who tend to be
unstable and changeable.14.

This inconsistent, somewhat "weather-like," be-

havior of students can be a frequent source of puzzlement

and despair for teachers.

A good deal of the energy of teachers is expended

in "winning over" the student. Using the witings of

Willard Waller, Bidwell suggests that the task of teaching.

demands affective bonds between teacher and student. Thus,

teachers tend to sell the school and its values to students.

According to Bidwell, this requires particularistic be-

havior on the part of the teacher. At the see time, the

role of teacher requires a certain amount of universalistic

impersonal behavior. Judging student progress, for

14T. Bienenstok and W. Sayres, "Problems in Job
Satisfaction Among Junior High School Teachers," New
York State Education Department, Albany, New York, 1963.
p. 25.
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example, would presumably be an objective, impersonal
tash.15

The dichotomy between student and teacher role's,

compounded the ambivalence of "universalistic" and

"perticularistie behavior of teachers in dealing with
students, suggests the criticalness of the factor inter-

personal relations with students. With this factor ap-
pearing in twenty-one per cent of the eighty low attitude

sequences, we have an. Indication of the intensity of the

problems discussed above.

Establishing an appropriate relationship with

stl:ents is critical. Once established; the teacher can
capitalize on this relationship in pursuit of work centered
or job itself satisfaction. A happy relationship with

students is not in itself potent enough to be a source
of job satisfaction. A poor relationship with students,

however, can be a source of considerable teacher die-

satisfaction.

Pevsonal life appeared as a dissatitfier in five
per cent df the low attitude sequences but did. not appear
in the 1l2 high attitude sequentes. Sequences containing

15111111/rd Waller, The Soe olo of Teach{New rorki John Wiley anr3ons, .'-ut e by CharlesBidwell, az p. 979
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this factor were reported more Trevently by women and
tended to suggest conflict between home 'life and school
life.

One teacher, for example, related a story which re-
sulted in considerable dissatisfaction with herself and
her job. She reported that for the third straight day one
of her children was home sick. She said that she had al-
ready taken a number of days off from school and could not
afford to miss another day. Although she felt that the
sick child had a more than adequate "baby-sittex," she
wanted to be with the child and felt strongly that the
child needed her.

Being treated unfairly was perceived as a source
of teacher job dissatisfaction in one out of three low
attitude sequences. Fair treatment, however, did not
appear in high attitude sequences. Teashwriscited being
treated unfairly most frequently Instorieswhich included
the first-level factor school policy and administration.
Interpersonal relationships with parents was another
major contributor to perceived feelings of unfairness re-
ported by teachers.

UnItuji.al and Recent Sequences

The analysis of factors which appeared in unusual
as contrasted with recent sequences revealed, in general,
few differences. For low attitude

sequences, supervision
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technical and feelings of unfAirness appeared more fre-

quently in unusual attitude sequences. Interpersonal

relations (Subordinates) appeared more frequently in re-

cent sequences.

It appears that supervision technical and per-

ceived feelings of unfairness have the potential to be

long remembered 17 teachers as sources of low feelings.

Interpersonal relationships with students, however,

(perhaps because they occur more frequently) appear not

to have this lasting potential.

RESPONSES OF SUB GROUPS TEND NOT TO DIFFER

A most interesting finding of the study was that

sub groups of teachers--tenure and non tenure, male and

female, elementary and secondary-- tended not to differ

in their responses to sources of job satisfaction and

dissatisfaction. There were only three exceptions, out

of 168 possibilities, to this tendency. All three involved

tenure and non tenure teachers.

Non tenure teachers responded to interpersonal

relations with fallow teachers and parents, and feelings

of insecurity as sources of low job attitudes more fre-

quently than did tenure teachers.
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Tenure teachers appeared to have the ability to

ignore or overcome perceived distasteful commentary by

parents. Non tenure teachers, however, were undoubtedly

more threatened by parents.

It appears that non tenure teachers are acutely

aware of their non tenure status. This seems to be re-

fleoted in their avoarflat insecurity in interacting with

supervisors; parents, and fellow teachers, and students.

Further, it appears that non tenure teachers are searching

for some indication of their present acceptance and their

subsequent appointment as tenure teachers.

Tenure teachers, however, responded more frequently

to interpersonal relations with superiors as a source of

low job feelings. Perhaps as teachers gain in competence

and confidence and are afforded the security of tenure,

they tend to exert independence which may result in inter-

personal conflict with superiors.

Elementary school and secondary school teachers

tended not to differ in their responses to sources of

high and low j6b attitudes. No significant exception to

this tendency was found.

The sparse differences noted in this section

strongly suggest that the satisfaction factors and dis-

satisfaction factors identified in the study apply to
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teachers irrespective of their sex, teaching level or

tenure status.

THE EFFECTS OF JOB ATTITUDES

The responses to the effects of job attitudes on

teachers' performance, interpersonal relationships, mental

health, attitudinal changes end turnover decisions were

infrequent. In general, respondents either avoided answer-

ing questions pertaining to effects of job attitudes or

declared that In essence the-were immune to consequences

of job feelinge. This apparent reluctance, .on the part of

teachers, to discuss effects of job attitudes may be a

function of the questions asked or the inability of the

interviewers to prompt candid and liberal responses. It

is likely that the questions asked by the interviewers

were perceived as disturbing or threatening to teachers,

thus, subjectively ignored. It is not likely, however,

that teachers are super hEpans with the unique ability to

exist and function without being affected by their good

and bad job feelings. A further explanation for the in-

frequent effects responses, particularly in low attitude

sequences, is that the student frequently becomes the

effects target. One of the basic axioms of the teaching

profession is promoting student welfare. To suggest that
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students may have suffered, because of a teacher's feelings
and subsequent actions, would indeed be a traumatic con-
fession.

The reported effects which appeared more often as
a result of high job feelings were related to improved
performance and positive attitudinal changes. Low atti-
tude sequences contril-uted to larger frequencies for turn-
over and mental health effects.

The frequency with which each of the effects
categories were not mentioned does not permit strong im-
plications based on the reported effects. However, it
does appear that turnove effects and poor mental health
are functions of low job feelings and improved perfor-
mance and positive attitudinal changes are functions of
high job feeling6 for teachers.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

This study provides support for the hypothesis

that satisfiers and dissatisfiers tend to be mutually

exclusive. Further, it was found that factors which

accounted for high attitudes of teachers were related to

the work itself and factors which accounted for low atti-

tudes of teachers were related to the conditions or en-

vironment of work.

Relative to other activities, teachers derive the

most satisfaction from work-centered activity. This find-
ing was reflected in the predominance of achievement, re-
cognition and responsibility as sources of teacher job sat-

isfaction. The low attitude sequences, however, revealed

factors (interpersonal relations with parents and students,

supervision technical, school policy and administration,

personal life, perceived low status, and feelings of un-

fairness)which were not in themselves work-centeredl

rather, they focused on the conditions and people which

surround the actual work.

Can we conclude that as long as a teacher experi-

ences personal success, and is recognized for this success,
the conditions of work need not be considered? It may be
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possible (although unlikely) for a teacher, who is immersed

in an unsatisfactory work environment, to experience per-

sonal success and thus achieve considerable job satisfaction.

An environment relatively free from sources of dissatis-

faction; however, will tend to increase or enhance the

appearance of factors which are direct contributors to

job satisfaction.

A teacher who is relatively content with the

behavior of his supervisor and with the quality.of his

interpersonal relationships, and who does not feel ham-

pered by school policy and administrative actions presum-

ably will have more opportunities for personal and pro-

fessional success.

Herzberg refers to the dissatisfaction factors as

hygienic. In describing these factors, Herzberg states=

They act in a manner analagous to the principlesof medical hygiene. Hygiene operates to remove
health hazards from the environment of man. ,It isnot a ourativevit is, rather, a preventive.4

The hygienic factors, according to Herzberg, are

essential in preventing dissatisfaction, in making work

tolerable. Herzberg describes the satisfaction factors

as motivators. These are the job centered, the task-

oriented, factors which permit the individual to satisfy

1Herzberg, The Motivation to Work, p. 113.
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his need for self actualization in his work.2

The dissatisfaction factors identified for teach-
ers tend to focus on conditions and circumstances which
teachers expect to be maintained at acceptable levels.
It seems reasonable that teachers should expect fair and
adequate supervision, supportive school policies and ad-
ministrative directives, friendly interpersonal relation-
ships and pleasant working conditions. However, the

satisfaction factors focus directly on conditions and
circumstances that are not given, which do not come With
the job. These factors constitute rewards which must be
earned through performance of the job. The reinforcement
potential of the satisfiers is dependent upon a teacher's

individual performance. If reward potential exists for
the dissatisfiers, it does not appear to be directly

dependent upon teacher performance.

What then are the implications of the study for
administrative behavio..i The findings suggest that the
present emphasis on "teacher-centered" behavior (supportive
supervision, interpersonal relations, effective communi-
cations, and group effectiveness) is an important pre-.

sorip:bion for effective administrative behavior. The
"teacher-centered" approach, however, is limited in that

2n,11.
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it tends to concentrate on the elimination (_ dissatis-

faction factors and thus does not contribute directly to

teacher job satisfaction.

"Task-oriented" behavior (organizing and planning

Work, implementing goal achievement) emerges as an important

and direct *Contributor to teacher job satisfaction. Such

behavior, on the part of the admini.itrator, would include

increasing the opportunities for teachers to experience

personal and professional success. Basic to this under-

taking is the proposition that administrators will permit

and encourage teachers to (1) exercise more autonomy in

making decisions (intensifying collaborative efforts End

consultative management would be a good start), (2) in-

crease individual responsibility in developing and im-

plementing teaching programs, and (3) develop professional

shills. These variables will serve to increase individual

identification with the task.3 Task identification appears

to be a prerequisite for focusing on achievement as a

means to personal and professional success and subsequent

job satisfaction.

A corollary to personal success is recognition for

such success. Although recognition was not found to be

01.00.111MINMV

3James March and Herbert Simon, Organizations.
(New Yorks John Wiley and Sons, 1956), p. 77.

los
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as potent as actual success, it was perceived by teachers'

as a measure of success. Capitalizing on recognition, as

a satisfier for teachers, implies that dispensing of re-

cognition shovld be as closely associated with successful

teacher task-oriented behavior as possible.

Finally, effective administrative behavior would

not exclude or ignore the sources of job dissatisfaction.

Supervisory behavior, interpersonal relationships, and

other factors relating to the conditions of work are

necessary components in promoting an environment which

trill enhance job itself satisfaction for teachers. Teach-

ers whose energies are taxed in coping with sources of

job dissatisfaction Will tend not to be vigorous and

dynamic pursuers of work-centered satisfaction.

An inherent assumption, in the discussion above,

has been that job satisfiers are reinforcers of behavior

and motivators of performance. Considerable evidence has

been accumulated which disputes the claim that a satisfied

worker is more productive than a dissatisfied one. How-

ever, when satisfaction is dependent upon performance in

work satisfaction and productivity are related.4

111111C.

4Bernard Bass, Or anizational psycholosb (Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, inc., 9 p
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The satisfaction factors identified for te:.tdhers

cannot be separated from performance and, in fact, are

dependent upon performance. It was successful perform-

ance which accounted fcr the high attitudes expressed in

achievement centered stories. Performance was also the

basis for recognition centered sequences. If performance

is rewarded in terms of intrinsic personal success and

extrinsic racognition for success, it will tend to be

reneated.

eUKMARY

The assumption that factors which tend to satisfy

teachers and factors which tend to dissatisfy teachers are

arranged on a conceptual continuum tends not to be sup«»

ported by this study. Factors which appeared as sources

of high job feelings for teachers tended to differ from

factors which appeared as sources of low job feelings.

Further, the satisfaction factors tended to focus on

the work itself, and the dissatisfaction factors tended to

focus on the conditions of work.

It was concluded that the elimination of the 41s.

satisfiers would tend not to result in job satistaetion4

However, it does not appear likely that one can experience

work satisfaction without the elimination or temDertog of
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the dissatisfiers.. The point is.notawhether satisfiers

are more crucial than dissazisfiers, or vice versa, but

rather the dependence of the satiefiers on the elimina-

tion or teznering
of :the.dispatisfiers, ^I)ertiing satis-

faction.from.work-csnterad activity assumes that ones

.energies and efforts are not. taxed or depleted by un-

satisfactory conditions qf woek.
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FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

In view of the, results of this investigation,

two suggestions are offered for future research:

1. Accepting the .HarzberP, method, as. a valid

vehicle ,for gathering and dtncrtmine.tins between satis-

.faction and dissatisfaczion factors, rat a basic assump-

tion of this study. This inventigaAon st pports the relia-

bility. of the Herzberg method, in that the results are in

general agreement with Herzberg's s4;udy. A. studywhich

utilized a more objective approach to soliciting and dis-

Criminating between satisfiers and dissatisfiers would pro-

vide an indication of the validity of the Herzberg method.

. 2. The results of this study provide, at best,

a general indication of the extent of 'need deficiencies

for teachers. One might hastily conclude that teachers

are psychologically ready to seek work-centered job

satisfaction. A study, which attempts to investigate

need deficiencies of teachers, would provide helpful clues

as to need operation level of teachers. Such a study

might provide a blue Print for administrative viesoription.

Further, the relative importance of the satisfiers and

diisatisfiers would be placed in focus.

A

;7fr 77 1. 1,:
..04":.:rillrar,,,
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(Copy of letter from Dr. Fr6derick Herzberg
granting the investigator permissicin

to use the factors and effects categorie4.)

.WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
Cleveland, Ohio 44106

PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT May 20, 1965

Mr. Thomas Sergiovanni.
112 Fairview Avenue
Rochester 19, New York

Dear Mr. Sergiovanni:

You have my permission to use the charts to which
you make reference. I will be most interested in the
findings of your study on job satisfaction of teachers.
Please send me a copy, when it is completed.

FH/jz

Yours truly,

4

/s/ Frederick Herzberg
Professor
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APPENDIX B

INSTRUMENTS

The following items are included in this appendix:

1. Interview Outline

2. Schema for Analysis of'Factors

f
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INTERVIEW OUTLINE

Developed by Frederick Herzberg, Bernard Mausner,. and
Barbara Snyderman and adopted for the purposes of this
study.

. Think of a time .when'you felt exceptionally good
or exceptionally bad about your job, either your present
teaching job or any other teaching. job you have had. This
can be either the "long-range" or the "short-range" kind
of situation, as I hive just described it Tell me what
happened.

1. How.long ago did .this happen?

2. How long did the feeling .last? Can.you des-
cribe specifically what made the change of
feelings begin? When did it end?

Can you' tell me more precisely why you felt
the way you did at the time?

What did these events mean to you?

5. Did these feelings affect the way you did
your job? How? How long did this go on?

6. Can you give me a 'pecific example of the
way in which your performance on the job
was affected? How long?

Did what happen affect you personally in any
way? How long? Did it change the way you
got along with people in general or your
family? Did it affect your sleep, appetite,
digestion, or general health?

8. Did what happen basically affect the way you
felt about working in that school or school
district?

Did what happen change the way you felt about
the teaching profession? How?
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10. How serious were your feelings, about your
teaching job affected by what happened?
Pick a spot on the line below to indicate
how strong you think the feelings were. Circle
that position on the line.

Average Greatest

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 89 10 4 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

11. Is there anything else you would like to say
about the sequence of events you have described:

Repeat for second exceptionally high or low feeling
and for most recent high and low feeling.

Now that you have described a time when you felt
about your teaching job, please think of

another time, one during which you felt exceptionally
about your teaching job.
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SCHEMA FOR ANALYSIS OF FACTORS

Developed by Frederick Herzberg,
Bernard Mausner, and Barbara Snyderman

1. Recognition--first level

0. Not mentioned,
1. Work praisedno reward.
2. Work praised--reward given.
3. Work noticed--no praise.
4. Work not noticed.
5: Good idea(s) not accepted.
6. Inadequate work blamed or criticized--no

punishment.
7. Inadequate work blamed or criticized--

punishment'given.
8. Successful work blamed or criticized--no

punishment
9. Successful work blamed or criticized- -

punishment given.
R. Credit for work taken by supervisor or other.
X. Idea accepted by company.

2. Achievement- -first level

O. Not mentioned.
1. Successful 'completion of job, or aspect of it.
2. The having of a good idea--a solution to a

problem.
3. Made money for the company.
4. Vindication--demonstration of rightness to

doubters or challengers.
5. Failure in job, or aspect of it.
6. Seeing results of work.
7. Not seeing results of work.

3. Possibility of growth--first level

0. Not mentioned.
1. Growth in skills -- objective evidence.
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2. Growth in status (advancement)--objective
evidence

1. Lack of opportunity for growth--objective
evidence.

4. Advancement- -first level

0. Not mentioned.
1. Received unexpected advancement.
2. Received advancement (expected to expectation

not mentioned).
3. Failed to receive expected advancement.
4. Demotion. or'

5. Salary--first level

0. Not mentioned.
1. Received wage increase (expected or expectation

not mentioned).
2. Received unexpected wage increase.
3. Did not receive expected increase.
4. Received wage increase less or later than

expected.
5. Amount of salary. .

6. Wages compare favorably with others doing
similar or same job.

7. Wages compare unfavorably with others doing
similar or same job.

6. Interpersonal relations--supervisor.:-first level

0.. Not mentioned.
1. Friendly relations with supervisor.
2. Unfriendly relations with supervisor.
3. Learned a great deal from supervisor.
4. Supervisor went to bat for him with management.
5. Supervisor did not support him with management.
6. Supervisor honest.
7. Supervisor dishonest.
8. Supervisor willing to listen to suggestions.
9. Supervisor unwilling to listen to suggestions.
R. Supervisor gave. credit for work done.
X. Supervisor withheld credit.
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7. Interpersonal relations--subordinates--first level

0. Not mentioned.
1. Good working relationship with subordinates
2. Poor working relationship with subordinates.
3. Good personal relationship with subordinates.
4. Poor personal relationship with subordinates.

8. Interpersonal relations--peers--first level

0. Not mentioned.
1. Liked people he worked with.
2. Did not like people he worked with.
3. Cooperation of people he worked with.
4. Lack of cooperation on the part of his

co-workers.
5. Was part of a cohesive group.
6. Was isolated from group.

9. Supervision--technical--first level

0. Not mentioned.
1. Supervisor
2. Supervisor
3. Supervisor
4. Supervisor
5. Supervisor
6. Supervisor

competent.
incompetent.
tried to do everything himself.
delegated work well.
consistently critical.
showed favoritism.

10. Responsibility--first level

0. Not mentioned.
1. Allowed to work without supervision
2. Responsible (for his own efforts).
3. Given responsibility for the work of others.
4. Lack of responsibility.
5. Given new responsibility--no formal advancement.

11. Company policy and administration--first level

0. Not mentioned.
1. Effective organization of work;
2. Harmful or ineffective organization of work.
3. Beneficial personnel policies.

G'^'^"-"...7 --,-nr.rmr--,ar.r..
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4. Harmful personnel policies.
5: Agreement with company goals.
6. Disagreement with company goals.
7. High company status.
8. Low company status.

12. Working conditions--first level

0. Not mentioned.
1. Work isolated.
2. Work.in'social-surroundings.

'3. Good physical surroundingsl,
4. Poor physical surroundings.
5. Good facilities.
6. Poor facilities.
7. Right amount of work.
8. Too much work.
9. Too little work.

13. The work itself--first level

O. Not mentioned.n 1. Routine.
\_._ i

2. Varied.
3. Creative (challenging).
4. Too easy.
5. Toe difficult.
6. Opportunity to do a whole job--all phases.

14. Factors in personal life-first level

O. Not mentioned.
1. Family problems.
2. Community and other outside situations.
3. Family needs and aspirations salarywise.

15. Status--first level

0. Not mentioned.
.

1. Signs or appurtenances of status.
2. Having a given status.
3. Not having a given status.
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16. *Job security--first level

'0. Not mentioned.
1. Tenure or other objective signs of job security.
2. Lack of objective signs of security (i.e.,

company instability).

17. Recognition--second level

0. Not mentioned.
1. First-level factors perceived as.source of

feelings of recognition.
2. First-level factors perceived as source of

failure to obtain recognition.
3. First-level factors perceived as source of

disapproval.

18. AchievementseCond level

0. Not mentioned. .

1. First-level factors perceived as source of.
achievement.

2. First-level factors perceived as source of
failure.

19. Possible growth second level

0. Not mentioned.
1. First-level factors perceived as leading to

possible growth.
2. First-level factors perceived as block to

growth.
3. First-level factors perceived as evidence of

actual growth.

20. Advancement-- second level

0. Not mentioned.
1. Feelings of advancement derived from changes

in job situation.
2. Feelings of demotion derived from changes in

job situation.
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21. Responsibility--second level

0. Not mentioned.
1.. First-level factors leading -.t) feelings of

responsibility.
2. First-level factors as source of feelings of

lack of responsibility.

22. Group feeling--second level

0. Not mentioned.
1. Feelings of belonging--social.
2. Feelings of isolation--social.
3. Feelings of belonging--sociotechnical.
4. Feelings of isolation--sociotechnical.
5. Positive feelings toward group.
6. Negative feelings toward group.

23. The work itself--second level

0. Not mentioned.
1. First-level factors leading to. interest in

performance of the job.
2. First-level factors leading to lack of interest

in performance of the job.

24. Status--second level

0. Not mentioned.
1. First-level factors as source*of feelings of

increased status.
2. First-level factors as source of feelings of

decreased status.

25. Security--second level

0. Not mentioned.
1. First-level factors as'source of feelings of

security.
2. First-level factors as source of feelings of

insecurity.
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26. Feelings of fairness or unfairness-7second level

0. Not mentioned.
1. First-level factor perceived as fair..
2. First-level factor perceived as unfair.
3. First-level factor perceived as source of

feelings of disappointment in others.

27. Feelings of pride or shame

0. Not mentioned.
1. First-level factors as.source of feelings of

pride.
2. First-level factors as source of feelings of

shame.
3. First-level factors as source of feelings of

diminished pride.

28. Salary--second level

0. Not mentioned.
1. First-level factors perceived as source of

ability to improve well being.
2. First-level factors perceived as source of

lack of ability to improve well being.
3. First-level factors perceived as source of

more money (need undetermined).
4. First-level factors perceived as source of

lack of more money (need undetermined).

.Analysis of Effects:

1. Performance effe st

0. Not men ei ned.
1. General statements regarding positive change

in quality or output of work.
2. General statements regarding negative change

in quality or output of work.
3. Positive changes in rate or amount of time

spent in work.

, .7f "nr-r,r..7!"4"*.+4^,ren,
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4. Negative changes in rate or amount of time
spent in work.

5. Specific reports of positive changes in
quality or nature of work.

6. Specific reports of negative changes in
quality or nature of work.

7. Reports of positive changes in both rate and
quality of work.

8. Reports of negative changes in both rate and
quality of work.

9. Statement affirming lack of change'in amount
or quality of work.

2. Turnover effects

0. Not mentioned.
1. Quit.
2. Made connections.
3. .Read papers--looked around--took steps but

without contacting companies or agencies.
4. Thought of quitting.
5. No thought of quitting despite negative

feelings.
6. Would not quit now because of positive

feelings.
7. Would not quit despite specific offers.
8. Factor in decision to quit at later date.

3. Mental-health effects

0. Not mentioned.
1. Loss of sleep._
2. Psychosomatic effects.
3. PSychologi91.effects of tension (anxiety,

loss of appetite, headaches, etc.).
4. Psychosomatic effects and tension symptoms.
5. Improvement in psychosomatic conditions.
6. Improvement in tension symptoms.
7. Improvement in psychosomatic condition and

tension symptoms.

4. Interpersonal relations effects

0. Not mentioned.
1. General statements regarding positive effects.
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3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

134

;

General statements regarding negative effects.
Positive effects on family.Negative effects on family.Positive effects on friends.Negative effects on friends.Positive effects on

'co-workers.

tI.

Negative effects on
co-workers.Many specific positive effects on

interpersonalrelations.
R. Many specific negative effects on

interpersonalrelations.

5.
Attitudinal effects

0. Not menti
1. Positive
2. Negative
3. Positive
4. Negative
5. Positive
6. Negative
7. Positive
8. Negative
9. Positive
R. Negative
X. Multiple

oned.

toward
individual

(supervisor).toward
individual

(supervisor).toward company.
toward compahy.
toward

profession.
toward

profession.
security feelings.
security feelings.
effects regarding

confidence.effects regarding
confidence.effects on attitude

(positive).6.
Miscellaneous effects

0. Not
mentioned.

1'. By
products--effects of effects affectingother than job life...2. "Direct effects of attitudes affecting otherthan job life.



APPENDIX C

SUPPORTING DATA

CODING CHOICES OF THREE JUDGES FOR EACH OF THE

ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTY SEQUENCES

o
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